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Enjoy yourself.
These are the good old days you're going to
miss in the years ahead.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
https://archive.org/details/tomokan1999roll
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Winter Park, Florida 32789-4499
(407) 646-2000
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Enrollment: 1,428
2 opening
IjOC games have become an
n activity for all to enjoy.
Nathan DeJong '01 climbs
to the top of a tree on Mills
Lawn during the last go
around of the ROC games for
'99.
hreston Hall '02,
Jonas
Beaubrun '01, and
Mark Wynegar '02
play for the students
in the new Down
Under. Since the
opening of the new
campust center,
students used it to
its fullest potential.
Lavender Sky
by Kathryn M. Curley
Lavender Sky
But the sky nearest the sun is peach
and pale yellow.
The clouds are a shade darker than
the sky.
Thinker clouds near the sun pass it
quickly
Alternating light and shade
The sun itself is blinding white
Intensely shinning, fighting through
the clouds
A sullen sunset
Pensive, gloomy, gothic end to the
day.
Like the end of cloudy Sundays in a
castle
But it's Wednesday, and I'm in the
Library.
opening
opening
The beautiful,
new campus
center proves to
be a great place
to take pictures.
Jon Titone
'99, Ashley
Ohlman '02,
Bessie
Newman '02,
Tiffany Scott
'01, Jen
Gostanzo '02,
and Laura
Ochs '02 all
strut their stuff
for the camera.
n s we strolled through the
campus, passing friends,
professors, and visitors, the sun rose
over the lake and shined over the
buildings. Even when we were
Lindsay Copp '01 tries her
hand at the drums during a
circle to dedicate the new
campus center. Knowing how
to play the drums gained
popularity. Many participated
in the drum circles sponsored
by ROC.
running late for a
class, stessing
over an exam, or
missing loved
ones back home,
the sun was a
constant
reminder that
there is a light
that would
always illuminate
our days. With each new day and
accomplishmens met, our
perspective brightened as we
realized we had seasons in the sun,
opening 5
1 1 eat and humidity. The
"rays shined down on us
as we played our way
through the hot Florida
summer. While the rest of
the country flocked towards
the fun and sun of our
beaches and attractions,
we didn't have to go far in
search of excitment. A new
year whirled in with a
continuation of the liveliness
and spirit that defined a
Rollins summer.
O fter months of
ti pursuing different
options, students come
together again to
rejuvenate friendships and
a sense of unity.

INCOMING FRESHMEN
orien
August 22nd welcomed the
biggest freshmen class ever
admitted to Rollins; the class of
2002.
Sandy Saccullo '02 (top left) moves into
McKean with the help of het parents.
McKean was crowded with parents,
students, and other family members, and
facility management men helping students
move furniture, rearrange rooms, and
assisting with the whole process.
Sasha Heller '02 (top right) arriving on
campus, moving into Pinehurst. "I really
enjoyed Orientation because I was able to
meet people and it threw me right into
college. However, at the same time, it was
sad because it was the ending of living at
home," said Sasha.
(Right) Freshman and parents moving into
Ward Hall, and waiting to get into the
elevator to bring up the next load.
FRESHMEN ORIENTATION was a week full of excitement energy,
and acfivities. Freshmen were all over campus, busily doing activifies
such as listening to a comedian and seeing a hypnotist
,
participating
in the Candle Wish ceremony, Playfair, and the Student Talent Show. It
was a little overwhelming for some, but a great overall chance for
students to meet other students and get used to their new
environment - Bessie Newman and Ashley Ohlman
8 student life
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Students participate in the Candlewish Ceremony
during Orientation, f reshmen were required to
attend this traditional event.
Julia Boguslawski '01 acts as
peer mentor for Dr. Boles RCC
class, "f reshman orientation is a
great way to meet new students.
Everyone's lost and confused and
our job as peer mentors is to let
everyone know it's going to be
okay," said Julia.
W ith the help of the Resident
Assistants, students get checked
into their rooms. Hall director
Beth Raptis '99 at far left
helps check-in students for
McKcan Hall.
orientation
CLASSES ARE OUT AND IT'S TIME FOR
m
Classes can be so stressful and
sometimes we just had to break
away for some well needed
downtime
Jennie Zelenak '00 (top left) relaxes at the
coffee house that was sponsored by
Intervarsity. Jennie found that relaxing and
having fun were a good combo.
Lindsey Elkin '00 (top right) reads her
poetry to her peers. She used her poetry to
escape from the real world and relax.
Issa Cohen '99 (right) juggles some
bowling pins, trying to rid some of the daily
stress that Rollins puts on us all. Finding an
activity that one could enjoy allowed
students to take a break from studying.
'» " >v JITamfJr-Jk>
"Down time, what is that?" Students at Rollins found time to
break away from the studying and the homework to explore their
levels of enjoyment. Leisure activities ranged from reading, frisbee,
campus golf, to just sitting with your friends and laughing. College
can be a demanding time in a students life, but thankfully we were all
able to find an activity to rid some stress. - Chrissy Kadinger
10 scudent life
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Rachel Gramer '00 takes a break
from her studies to read a book in
the sun. Students found different
places on campus to relax and
unwind.
BBQ's were popular among the
student body. They provided free
food that wasn't Beans, and 2lso a
time to break from the usual.
Students socialize outside of ROC
during a BBQ.
Noel Mack '01 enjoys a night of Cosmic Bowling with her
friends. Local bowling alley's allowed students an
alternativ e to the usual study break.
leisure activities \\
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES ACROSS THE SEAS
study r *"
Students wanting to learn about
different cultures, help others in
need, or perform research
projects participate in study
abroad programs
Maria Figueroa '99 and Natalie Smith'99
(top left) stand in front of the Alhambra in
Granada, Spain. Their trip allowed them to
visit historic sites and immerse themselves
in the Spanish culture.
Luisa Valdes '01(top right) poses in front of
Ayer s Rock in the Northern Territory of
Australia. She went to Australia for a
semester as part of her Australian Studies
minor. "Someday I'd like to go back and
stay longer," said Luisa.
Kristin Dolina-Adamczyk '99, E.A.
Rose '01, and Luisa Valdes '01 (right)
cuddle a koala in Wild World, a petting zoo
in Queensland, Australia.
12 student life
taking off. Each semester, Rollins students had the opportunity to
broaden their horizons by participating in study abroad programs.
Semesters in Europe, service learning trips to third world countries,
and travel laboratories to the Pacific all provided students with
extraordinary hands-on learning experiences. Maria Figueroa '99,
who spent a semester in Sevilla, Spain said, "There is so much to do
and everything is new. You are constantly learning." - M. & S.
Afanador
*41*
Nic Roberts '99 and Lara Printz
'99 share a hug at the Eiffel Tower
in Paris, France.
The Marine Biology of the Pacific
class visit the Akaka Falls on the
island of Hawaii. As part of this
travel lab, students collected and
analysed marine specimens.
Students from the service learning
trip to the Dominican Republic sit
in front of a monument in
Santiago. These students
participated in building projects
and helped the people of La
Quebrada,a Dominican village.
study abroad 13
LIFE WITHOUT REGRETS
indivi
To live without regrets can cause
some mental stress, but an
individual will always be
themselves, without regret
Chris Howe '01 (cop left) was known on
campus for being an individual. His motto
was stated, "Live life to the fullest, or why
be here?"
Dan Ocasio '00 (top right) played the
guitar for his peers at a coffee house get
together.
Chrissy Kadinger '01 (right) smiles during
a spur of the moment photo shoot with a
friend. Her thought on being an individual
was, "If it makes you happy, do it. Who
cares what everyone else thinks!"
; vour
"If we weren't all different, we would be the same."
Being an individual can be a challenge sometimes. Especially at
college! There will always be those that we admire for being able to
do what makes them happy without regrets. It is hard to break free
from the norms, but those that do are always the ones who we will
remember for being themselves and making their own name in the
world - Chrissy Kadinger
14 student life
Expressing yourself through poetry is one way to show
your true self. Tamika Gainer '99 reads a poem at
the Unity Fest that she wrote.
Surfing indoors? Daniel Blair '01
shows his style on the ping-pong
table in the Holt basement. Daniel
was known to have his own style
without regrets.
Jessica Woolard '00 poses as a
frog during ROC games '99. ROC
allowed people to be whoever they
wanted without regrets.
individuality 15
THE BEST IN BASEMENT RADIO
wp
Student D.J. s took control of the
radio waves daily at WPRK, with
shows playing everything from
hip-hop to reggae to jazz.
Tracy Tolpin '99 (top left) plays a sweet seranade
for her fans at WPRK.
John Goss '00 (top right) does his thing down in
the studios.
Jesse Haga '02 (right) intently studies the library of
CD's to make a decision about what to play next on
his show. Jesse's freeform show aired at 8pm on
Wednesday nights.
underground For forty-six years and counting, WPRK has been an
important fixture on the Rollins campus and the community. Located in the
basement of the Mills building, the station plays rock, ska, reggae, hip-hop,
dance, jazz, blues, world music, and all-out free-form. There are also call-in
shows, a radio theatre program, Rollins sports broadcasts, and the live local
band showcase WPRK Comes Alive. WPRK is mainly student-run and
focuses on educating Rollins in the musical genres ignored by local stations.
16 student life
Chris Kahl and his band warm up before
going on air. Lead guitarist Ben Scott
'99, vocals and rhythm Chris Kahl, Marty
Osterer '00 on bass, and Damian
Caracelo with drums played a variety of
shows around Orlando with the sound
help of Paul Schick '99.
Lara Printz '99 plays dueling guitars with
her friend Gary.
"The WPRK bumper stickers are
everywhere . . . they're following me!"-
Lindsey Elkin '01
wprk 17

Glamour Kids! 1. Toure
Folkes '99 2.Beth Raptis '99
3. Katie Signor '99 4.Tom Langer
'99 and Sean Johnson '99 5. Augie
Alvarado '99 and Margriet
Johansen '99 6.Megan Malone
'99, Liz Ashwell '99, Alexis
Scudder, and Megan Fusco '00
7Jamie Cuffe '99
8.Paul Schick '99 9. Tynisha
Wynder '99
senior candids 19
class
Michelle Alvarez
International Relations
20 seniors
W
\
Id
Nicole Adams
Mathematics
Chandra Allen
Elementry Education
Elizabeth Ashwell
Sociology
Jon Adamus
International
Augusto Alvarado
Biology
Seth Atkinson
Economics
Carlos Bazbaz
Economics
Anthony Bielawski
Biology
Nikki Bellamy
Biology
Melissa Bisso
Music
Destin Berthelot
Computer Science
Mary Boyle
English
seniors 21
class
Christopher Boynton
Economics
Melissa Brantz
Biology
Tabitha Campbell
International
Andrew Brack
Environmental Studies
Kadin Caines
Sociology
) Mm
Liza Carelli-Sennett
Psychology
Ashlee Branan
English
Annette Campagna
Spanish
Liam Casey
Anthropology
22 seniors
Courtney Catullo
Elementary Eductaion
Samantha Cichero
Art History
Jakki Clarke
Jodi Coleman
Theatre
Laura Coleman Jennifer Colinger
International Relations

Smile! 1. j essica Wollaston '99,
Alexis Scudder '99, Kendra Sasser
'01, Liz Ashwell '99, and Jenny
Colinger '99 2. Pat McTigue '99
3. Sierra Domaille '99 4. April
Hendrickson '99 and Shawna
Storozuk '00 5. Liz Ashwell '99
and Jaime Bachtell '99 6. Sierra
Domaille '99, Kristina Tobin '01,
and Juilie Uhlehdorf '99 7.
Marcos Stafne '99 and Sally
Osborne '99 8. Cara Ginsberg
'00, Alexis Scudder '99, and
Lindsay Antisdel '01 9. Lara
Printz '99 and Nic Roberts '99
senior candids 25
class
26 seniors
Cindy Duque
International
Alexandra Fielding
Political Science
Toure Folkes
English
Maria Figueroa
International
Donna Ford
English
Shayna Eigen
Psychology
Lauren Foglia
Psychology
Christine Forkois
International Relations
seniors 27
class
Holly Fortier
Psychology
Stacy Friedman
Psychology
Tamika Gainer
Studio Art
Julie Garcia-Del-Busto
Elementary Education
Micou Glazener
International
Christopher Gray
Environmental Studies
Kevin Green
Sociology
Alexis Greiner
English
Heather Griner
Writing
28 seniors
Christina Gutierrez Jessica Hall
Psychology
Peter Hardie
Environmental Science
Christine Harper Andrea Henderson April Hendrickson
Politics Economics Psychology
seniors 29
£enioFg £augM m the ^ct
30 seniors
Who knew? 1. Lara Printz
'99 and Alicia McGoogan '99 2.
Jodi Coleman '99 3. Chris
Boynton '99 and Nicole Sheusi
'01 4. Sally Osborne '99 5. Julie
Uhlendorf '99 and Tasha
Matheson '99 6. Lori Dennis '99
7. Sean Johnson '99 8. Pat
McTigue '99 and Nate Sugar '99
9.Alexa King '99 and Alexandra
Grue '02
senior candids 31
class
Angela Higgs
Elementary Education
Kate Hughes
Studieo Art
Aimee Hulbert
Sociology
Carlos Iraola
Latin American Studies
Margriet Johansen
Biology
Fred Johnson
Economics
Sean Johnson
Psychology
Chris Kahl Leah Katz
Psychology
32 seniors
Jillian Kennedy
Studio Art
Charlotte Kinnibutt
Sociology
Emma Lebelle
Environmental Studies
Marisa Kincy
English
Kimberly Koi
Chemistry
Trevor Lewis
Economics
Alexa King
Psychology
Thomas Langer II
Theatre Arts
Gabrielle Light
Sociology
seniors 33
class
Jennifer Logan
Chemistry/French
Melodie Malta
Environmental Studies
Douglas Marshall Jr.
Sociology
Owen Maginn
Elementary Education
Micah Manning
Chemistry
1
Remi Matsumoto
Anthropology
Sabrina Maharaj
Economics
Gillian Markert
Sociology
Brian McCarthy
34 seniors
Alicia McGoogan
Psychology
Danielle Nattress
Enviromental Studies
Alexandra Nordback
International Relations
Joel McManus
Psychology
Thuong Nguyen
Chemistry
Zofia Nowicki
Chemistry
Kevin Mullin
Anthropoligy
Yuko Noda
Studio Art
Joseph O'Grady
Philosophy
seniors 35

Show offs! 1. Carolyn Smith
'00, Casey Rader '02, Julie
Uhlendorf '99, Maureen
Stachowski '99, Sierra Domaille
'99, Leah Statkus '02, April
Hendrickson '99, Leslie Davies
'00, and Kristina Tobin '01
2. Monica Bonilla '99 3. Martha
Lewis '99 4. Pat McTigue '99 5.
John Brehm '99 6. Ginny
Patterson '99, Heather Griner '99
and Julie Stein 7. Sarah Balke '99,
Michelle Alvarez '99, Micah
Manning '99, Christine Forkois
'99, and Greg Sailor 8. Charlotte
Kinnicut '99, Melissa Gutowicz
'00, Alexis Scudder '99 and Liz
Ashwell '99 9. Jamila Wiltshire
'00 and Beth Raptis '99
senior candids 37
class
Jonathan Olgeirson
English
Sara Osborne
Music
Claudine Peart
Biology
Thomas O'Loughlin
English
Sandra Pascal
French
Stuart Penan
Economics
Viginia Patterson
Jason Perlman
Enviromental Studies
38 seniors
Kristin Philipps
Psychology
Jessica Pohl
Psychology
Jeffrey Pohling
Economics
seniors 39
class
Maggie Reyes
Chemistry
Natasha Rossi
English
Courtney Schoen
Studio Art
Nicholas Roberts
Enviromental Studies
Rainer Schael
Environmental Studies
Ava Schurman
Theatre Arts
Lillian Rodriguez
Enviromental Studies
Paul Schick
Politics
Kim Schurman
Psychology
seniors
Jenny Schweickert
Music
Stacey Schwenck
Biology
Benjamin Scott
Natalie Smith
History
Rebecca Smith
International Relations
Tia Smith
Sociology
42 seniors
Lookin' good! l. ncm
seniors and Sig Ep seniors 2.
Audrey Cunningham '99 3. Myrna
Caban '99 4. Sarah Balke '99,
Chrissy Kadinger '01, and
Suzanne Rehak 5. Sean Johnson
'99 6. (back) Rhonda Hauser '99,
Jaime Bachtell '99, Stacy Wurl
'99, Andrea Henderson '99,
(front) Charlotte Kinnicutt '99,
Lillian Rodriguez '99, Liz
Ashwell '99, Jessica Wollaston
'99, Missy Riegel '99, and Jenny
Colinger '99 7. Fred Johnson '99
8. Rainer Schael '99 and Lauren
Griffith '01 9. Sally Osborne '99
and Jodi Coleman '99
senior candids 43
class
Andy Snow
History
Mandy Squires
Psychology
Laura Stevenson
Environmental Studies
Nathan Sugar
Sociology
Catherine Taylor
Elementary Education
Jason Tisdel
Economics
Jonathan Titone
Philosophy
Tracy Tolpin
Music
Virginia Uelze
English
seniors
Julie Uhlendorf
Anthropology
Erika Valenzuela
Biology
Michael Vinci
Economics
Kristina Wagler
English
Daniel Veinsberg
Sociology
Bridget White
Elementary Education
Nadine White-Davis
Psychology
Kara Wilbur
Environmental Studies
Amy Will
Economics
seniors 45
class
Margaret Williams Randi Winant Tynisha Wynder
Anthropology Sociology Elementary Education
The Seniors entered single file with every expression from happiness to fear. They sat and waited through the speeches and the announcin
another until it was their turn to receive their own diploma.
45 seniors
WE'RE OUTTA HERE
grad
Graduation came not a moment
too soon for some seniors,
while others tried to hold onto
every minute for eternity.
class of 1999 The Ceremony was a joyous celebration for all who
attended. Friends and family gathered to watch those that they knew
walk across the stage and receive their diplomas. The Valedictorian
spoke of making sure they took time for others in this busy world and
to not be afraid of what was out there. This was the last class that
would graduate in the Field House for the Century. While there were
some tears shed, all knew it was time to leave Rollins.
(left) Katie Signor '99 waits for her turn as
the class Valedictorian to speak to her fellow
classmates.
(top right) Natasha Rossi '99 glances toward
the crowd in search of her family and friends,
(top left) Emily White '02 and Martha
Lewis '99 pose for one last picture together
as Rollins classmates.
seniors 47
Class ofJ
Senior tDwecUwy,
April Abis
4752 Little John Trl
Sarasota, FL 34232
Christopher Addison
636 Huntington Ave
Winter Park, FL 32789
Andrew Adler
6719 Selkirk Dr
Bethesda, MD 20817
Lauren Adler
145 N Spring Trail
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
Chandra Allen
538 Fitzgerald Dr
Eatonville, FL 32751
Amy Alvarado
2923 Fitzooth Dr
Winter Park, FL 32789
Augusto Alvarado
1485 Hannah Dr
Meritt Island, FL 32852
Michelle Alvarez
2407 MandrellSt
Spring Hill, FL 34608
Chad Alvaro
5138 Springfield Ct
Westerville, OH 43081
Elizabeth Ashwell
8 Deer Creek Wookds
St. Louis, MO 63124
Seth Atkinson
511 Winterberry Dr
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
Terra Atkinson
511 Winterberry Dr
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
Allan Babaian
61 Private Rd
Mill Neck, NY 11765
Jaime Bachtell
PO Box 115
Smithsburg, MD 21783
03
Sazan Bardha
550 Bates
Birmingham, Ml 48009
Robert Barton
32196 Via Barrida
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
Nikki Bellamy
9 Foster Dr
Kgn 6, Jamaica
Destin Berthelot
600 Bayou Blvd
Pensacola, FL 32503
Marette Thompson Beziat
2131 Bernard Ave
Nashville, TN 37212
Anthony Bielawski
901 S Linwood Beach Rd
Linwood, Ml 48634
Melissa Bisso
9 Renee Dr
Wakefield, MA 01880
Monica Bonilla
Canon Del Silencio
#214LomasDe Valle
Dorado Edo, 54020 Mexico
Timothy Bowden
116 Hayes St
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Mary Boyle
813 W Oklahoma
Enid, OK 73701
Chris Boynton
4827 East Robin Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85054-6166
A.J. Brack
29 Vandeventer Ct
Sayreville, NJ 08872
Ashlee Branan
1900 Grove Ct
Kissimmee, FL 34746
Melissa Brantz
2630 Woodsview Dr
Bensalem, PA 19020
Erika Buenz
3430 Hawthorne Woods Pky
De Witt, Ml 48820
Andrew Burns
41 Wardell Ave
Rumson, NJ 07760
Miriam Burnside
13109 Laver Lane
Orlando, FL 32824
G
Myrna Caban
807 W Orange St
Kissimmee, FL 34741
Kadin Caines
216 Wood St
Waterbury, CT 06704
Annette Campagna
16 Tremblant Ct
Lutherville, MD 21093
LaToya Campbell
4641 EdgemoorSt
Orlando, FL 32811
Tabitha Campbell
155 Tremont St
Duxbury, MA 02332
Elizabeth Carelli-Sennett
12125 Sable Court
Richmond, VA 23233
Liam Casey
575 Huntington Ave
Winter Park, FL 32789
Emmy Castlen
1001 Chichester St
Orlando, FL 32803
Courtney Catullo
23 Oakhurst Dr
GreenVille, Rl 02828
Samantha Cichero
Apartment 1232
1825 S. Kirkman Rd :
Orlando, FL 32811
Deborah Citrolo
3399 St James Ave
Deltona, FL 32738
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Kelly Clement
136 Dellwood Dr
Longwood, FL 32750
Christy Climie
481 Sunset Beach Dr
Venice, FL 34293
Mario Coelho
R Antonio Cardoso 427-Hab-34
411 Porto, Portugal
Issa Cohen
189 Pondview Dr
Amherst, MA 01002
Jodi Coleman
1310 Washington Farms
Wheeling, WV 26003
Laura Coleman
251 Charles Street
Mobile, AL 36604
Jennifer Colinger
710Galaz Dr
Erwin, TN 37650
Sarah Colville
130 Lakeland PI
Athens, GA 30607
Jennifer Condren
500 Gin Ln
Southampton, NY 11968
Amanda Conseur
8 Hawkins Dr
NorthPort, NY 11768
Melanie Crawford
737 Anchor Rode Dr
Naples, FL 33940
Christine Crowley
25 E Hoyle St
Box 174
Norwood, MA 02062
Ryan Cunningham
4404 Kanawha Ave SE
Charleston, WV 25304
2)
Cindy Duque
2006 Norfield Ct
Orlando, FL 32837
Danielle D'Addessa
506 SW 53 Ter
Cape Coral, FL 33914
Anne D'Orto
703 Jamestown Dr
Winter Park, FL 32792
Carrie Daniels
313 Harpeth Valley Rd
Nashville, TN 37221
Jason Davis
10923 Memory Ln
Tavares, FL 32778
Nathan DeJong
6722 Green Plantation Rd
Harlem, GA 30814
Windy Dees
PO Box 1130
Arcadia, FL 33821
Danielle DiVlto
5230 Venice Way NE
St Petersburg, FL 33703
Peter Dietrich
374 Dutchship Rd
Pasadena, MD 21122
Kristin Dolina-Adamczyk
4 Court Jester
Washington Crossing, PA
Sierra Domaille
PO Box 2727
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
Clare Dowd
12200 Oxford Rd
Longmont, CO 80501
Jennifer Dupont
40 Belknap Mountain Rd
Gilford, NH 03246
Christine Forkois
2337 Belleflower Rd
Pensacola, FL 32526
Holly Fortier
7 The Crossways
West Hartford, CT 06117
Chris Eckert Stacy Friedman
Calla Sresno 54 in09T M\A/ 18th DllUVZo NW loin rl
Prado Largo Pozuelo Plantation, FL 33322
Madrid, Spain
Elizabeth Frigola
Charles Eder zuuu bomorero Beacn Ka
Calle 9A Norte No 8-65 Marathon, FL 33050
Cali Valle, Colombia
Carlos Espasas
Palmas Del Mar
#42 Harborview Drive
Humacao, PR 00791
Tamika Gainer
Ian Eule 1401 Mississippi Ave
ii Kiver Ka Lynn Haven, FL 32444
Julie Garcia del Busto
637 Riverpark Cir
Londwood, FL 32779
Alexandra Fielding Michael Gebo
4412 N 33rd Rd 2338 Immokalee Rd 332
Arlington, VA 22207 Naples, FL 34110-1445
Maria Figueroa Ezara Genito
2113 Atmore Cir 5001 Nebraska Ave
Deltona, FL 32723 bantora, i-l oz/ /
1
JMaria Florido Micou Glazener
5220 NW 72nd Ave 112 Maxwell PI
Apt 25 Williamsburg, VA 23185
Miami, FL 33166
Kelly Grant
Lauren Foglia 372 SW Jeanne Ave
4042 Neilson St Port St Lucie, FL 34953
Philadelphia, PA 19124
Chris Gray
Toure Folkes 140 Atlantic Ave
34 Bogardus PI Marblehead, MA 01945
Apt 4-D
New York, NY 10040 Kevin Green
2 S Mantor Ave
Donna Ford Titusvle, FL 32796
434 Kenwood Rd
Fayetteville, GA 30214
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if
Alexis Greiner
1618 Crestline Dr
Atlanta, GA 30345
Heather Griner
10109 Minburn St
Great Falls, VA 22066
Samantha Gudheim
42 Pilgrim Dr
Bedford, NH 03110
Christina Gutierrez
5242 Formby Dr
Orlando, FL 32812
Jessica Hall
Apt 218
4210 Key Biscayne Ln
Winter Park, FL 32792
Heather Hanrahan
5643 Elena Dr
Holiday, FL 34690
Jon Hardie
3001 Westridge
Ft Worth, TX 76116
Amanda Hardman
63 Knollwood Dr
Westfield, MA 01085
David Hardrick
3018 Monte Carlo Trai
Orlando, FL 32805
Brain Harper
6180 Rachel Ridge
Norcross, GA 30092
Christine Harper
163 Hopecrest Ave
Savannah, GA 31406
Rhonda Hauser
5444 W Electro Ln
Glendale, AZ 85310
ft999
Brent Haworth
2322 Shoreham Rd
Orlando, FL 32803
Elizabeth Haycock
Whitby Bailey's Bay
C R 04, Bermuda
Andrea Henderson
1106 Solana Ave
Tallahassee, FL 32304
April Hendrickson
3225 Sonia Trl
Ellicott City, MD 21043
Dustin Hewit
753 Gilbert Rd
Winter Park, FL 32792
Angela Higgs
PO Box N-4139
Nassau, Bahamas
Barbara Holman
738 Ridgewood Way
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Geoffrey Hoofnagle
255 Malaga Ct
Meritt Island, FL 32953
Catherine Hughes
5912 Macleod
Memphis, TN 38119
9
Al Mahdi Ikli
7 Rue Mokhtar Soussi
No 17
Rabat 10000, Morocco
Carlos Iraola
812 Alfonso Ave
Coral Gables, FL 32953
Ritsuko Ishigaki
Hayashi Height No 2
319-3 Kamitokamachi
Shozawacho Minami
Vonumagun
Niigataken 949-64, Japan
Margriet Johansen
PO Bos 24502
Christiansted, VI 00824
Freddie Johnson
8789 Birchbark Dr
Cincinnati, OH 45249
Sean Johnson
912SDoral Ln
Venice, FL 34293
Robert Jones
2808 NE 35th Ct
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33308
Raquel Juliano
1201 Clinging Vine PI
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Kristen Kelly
54 A Brook St
Manchester, MA 01944
Jillian Kennedy
1780 NW 82nd Ave
Coral Springs, FL 33071
Carissa Kent
PO Box 18182
Tampa, FL 33679
Leylan Kimball
115 Hill St
South Portland, ME 04106
Marisa Kincy
1832 Landing Dr #E
Sanford, FL 32771
Alexia King
13804 Sheffield Ct
Wellington, FL 33414
Charlotte Kinnicutt
985 Fifth Ave Apt 14 A
New York, NY 10021
Kimberly Koi
611 ChatasCt
Lake Mary, FL 32746
Thomas Kuepper
10 Bishopsgate
Concord, NH 03301
Danielle La Falce
663 SW River Ct
Palm City, FL 34990
Brian LaFauci
30 Mann School Rd
Smithfield, Rl 02917
Thomas Longer
5566 Waneta Dr
Dallas, TX 75209
Diane Laplace
255 Malaga Ct
Merrit Island, FL 32953
Emma Paule Lebelle
52 Rue Du General Chanzy
94130 Nogent Sur Mar, France
Alexandra Ledesma
Qtas De Cupey Apt G-202
Rio Piedras, PR 00926
Amanda Lentz
107 Teakwood
Lee's Summitt, MO 64064
Steven Leone
579 Three Degree Rd
Butler, PA 16001
Daniel Levy
8719 E San Vicente Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
Martha Lewis
411 NW Corner Rd
North Stonington, CT 06359
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Trevor Lewis
5337 Colonade Ct
Cape Coral, FL 33904
Evyan Lieberman
13 Hadrian Dr
Livingston, NJ 07039
Gabrielle Light
154 Cajeput Dr
Naples, FL 33963
Natalie Lochner
3577 Jericho Dr
Casselberry, FL 32707
Jennifer Logan
1819 Follow-Thru Rd N
St Petersburg, FL 33710
Brian Logue
3308 NE 29th Ave
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064
Benjamin Lohr
25015 Sparta Rd
Sparta, VA 22552
Owen Maginn
2943 Morris Rd
Armore, PA 19003
Sabrina Maharaj
1502 Citrus Orchard Way
Valrico, FL 33594
Megan Malone
4796 Deer Run
Kennesaw, GA 30152
Christopher Maltby
48 Pearl St
Noank, CT 06340
Michael Manning
8054 Citron Ct
Orlando, FL 32819
Gillian Markert
PO Box 9724
Hollins College
Roanoke, VA 24020
Justin Marron
26 Randall Dr
Short Hills, NJ 07078
Douglas Marshall
2 Berkshire Rd
Bloomfield, CT 06002
William Mason
4120 Woodbine St
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Tasha Matheson
1610 Laurel Way
Tavares, FL 32778
Remi Matsumoto
Setagayaku Shinmachi
2-28-2-502
Tokyo, Japan
Stephanie Mazer
3 Chellis Ct
Owings Mills, MD 21117
Kristen McCabe
1835 LakeviewTr
Berne, IN 46711
Brian McCarthy
140 Navajo St
Miami Springs, FL 33166
Katherine McCarthy
3 Kingston Ct
Stuart, FL 34996
Wendy McCune
3105 Crystal Cay
Belleair Beach, FL 34635
Alicia McGoogan
765 SW Wisper Bay Dr
Palm City, FL 32751
Edward McGrath
1250 Langley Ct
Heathrow, FL 32746
Joel McManus
25 Fairview Rd
Lynnfield, MA 01940
William Moore
6 Barnard Ct
Maitland, FL 32751
Nathan Morris
311 Bentley Dr
Longwood, FL 32779
Kevin Mullin
12045 Sandgate Dr
Chesterland, OH 44026
Katherine Murphy
205 Hedwig
Houston, TX 77024
Kevin Murphy
PO Box 540462
Orlando, FL 32854
Nicole Murphy
5822 20th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11204
Thuong Nguyen
2764 Muscatello St
Orlando, FL 32837
Yuko Noda
4-6-12 Kousei
Minato-Ku Osaka 552
Japan
Alexandra Nordback
CCS-572
Post Office 025323
Miami, FL 33102-5323
Zofia Nowicki
3857 Guildford Ct
Orlando, FL 32817
O
Cian O'Brien
14280 110th TerN
Largo, FL 34644
Joseph O'Grady
27 Rolling Ln
Needham, MA 02192
Jonathan Olgeirson
5707 St Albans Way
Baltimore, MD 21212
Derek Olsen
2500 Aqua Vista Blvd
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33301
Sally Osborne
32 MagruderTer
Rockledge, FL 32955
CP
Sandra Pascal
940 NW 207th St
Miami, FL 33169
Jodi Patterson
360 Banning Beach Rd
Tavares, FL 32778
Virginia Patterson
6738 Stornaway
Memphis, TN 38119
Jennifer Pavliscsak
836 Country Crossing Ct
Kissimmee, FL 34744
Stuart Penan
10909 Earlsgate Ln
Rockville, MD 20852
Jason Perlman
5412 Sandhamm PI
Longboat Key, FL 34228
Kristin Philipps
245-2 B Carpenter Ave
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
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Class of
David Plummer
828 Sweetwater Island Cir
Longwood, FL 32779
Jessica Pohl
31 Seneca Rd
Portsmouth, Rl 02871
Jeffrey Pohlig
5388 E Lake Carlos Dr
Alexandria, MN 56308
Jennifer Poole
523 W Springtree Way
Lake Mary, FL 32746
Melissa Porter
811 SManlius St
Fayetteville, NY 13066
Lara Printz
3039 Weatherton Dr
Birmingham, AL 35223
Kavita Ramoutar
5555 Minaret Ct
Orlando, FL 32821
Beth Raptis
14 C Country Club Dr
Coram, NY 11727
Kimberly Reither
403 Lloyds Ln
Alexandria, VA 22302
Maggie Reyes
3069 Bay Tree Dr
Orlando, FL 32806
Deborah Riegel
Box 1
Montchanin, DE 19710
John Robbins
Felicity Farm
320 Wawa Rd
Wawa, PA 19063
Jennifer Roberts
7420 Glenwood Rd
Cocoa, FL 32927
Kathryn Roberts
2217 Vestavia Dr
Birmingham, AL 35216
Nicholas Roberts
1735 Martins Creek Rd
Murphy, NC 28906
Lillian Rodriguez
7508 SW 105 PI
Miami, FL 33173
Anne Rogers
1505 Delaney Ave
Orlando, FL 32806
Natasha Rossi
1235 S Ocean Dr
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
Joshua Roth
41 Barkers Point Road
Sands Point, NY 11050
Charles Russell
21 Chicory Ln
Riverwoods, IL 60015
cS
William Salzwedel
1873 Imperial Ave
Melbourne, FL 32935
Albert Saville
833 Horseleg Creek Rd
Rome, GA 30165
Rainer Schael
10255 SW 131st Ct
Miami, FL 33186
Paul Schick
262 Beacon Dr
North Kingstown, Rl 02852
Carl Schlanger
47 Cow Neck Rd
Sands Point, NY 11050
Lisa Schmon
347 Union St SE
Aiken, SC 29801
Ava Schurman
13680 Brynwood Ln
Fort Meyers, FL 33912
Kim Schurman
13680 Brynwood Ln
Fort Meyers, FL 33912
Jenny Schweickert
1801 S Bumby Ave
Orlando, FL 32806
Stacey Schwenck
848 Stony Point Dr
Port Orange, FL 32124
Benjamin Scott
260 Baymeadow Rd
Longwood, FL 32750
Alexis Scudder
3625 Beneva Oaks Dr
Sarasota, FL 34238
Ben Setzer
2623 Forest Point Ct
Jacksonville, FL 32257
Gregory Seyler
2236 SW Gull Harbor Ln
Palm City, FL 34990
Momina Shaikh
2534 Chatham Cir
Kissimmee, FL 34746
Kyle Shephard
1740 Orange Vista Blvd
Kissimmee, FL 34746
Matthew Shreves
1280 Arlington Place
Winter Park, FL 32789
Katie Signor
436 Arlington
Grand Haven, Ml 49417
Amye Smith
3929 Kenilworth Dr
Knoxville, TN 37919
Daniel Smith
183 Bedford Rd
Woburn, MA 01801
Natalie Smith
6208 St Andrews Cir
Ft Meyers, FL 33919
Rebecca Smith
204 Michael Dr
Orlando, FL 32765
Tiffany Smith
2720 Walkers Way
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33331
Andrew Snow
255 Monterey Rd
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Tracey Sprankle
260 Tamoshanter Dr
Palm Springs, FL 33461
Mandy Squires
9225 Sutter Ct
Orlando, FL 34232
Maureen Stachowski
45 E Golf View Rd
Ardmore, PA 19003
Marcos Stafne
PO Box 700277
St. Cloud, FL 34770
Laura Stevenson
1402 Palmwood Dr
Sarasota, FL 34232
Jenny Strauss
127LambertvilleHQRd
Stockton, NJ 08559
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Nathan Sugar
1604 Blue Meadow Rd
Rockville, MD 20854
Nicole Sullivan
1880 N Crystal Lake Dr No26
Lakeland, FL 33801
V
D
Catherine Taylor
PO Box 161
Wilmot, NH 03287
Garrett Thiele
1527 Lay Ct
Kissimmee, FL 34744
Jason Tisdell
857 Greens Ave
Orlando, FL 32804
Jonathan Titone
40 Vine St
Lawrence, MA 01841
Tracey Tolpin
444 Dell Ln
Highland Park, IL 60035
Coral Torres
2498 Island Club
Orlando, FL 32822
Betsy Tucker
6050 Fall Creek Rd
Indianapolis, IN 46220
01
Julie Uhlendorf
10434 Sovereign Dr
Largo, FL 33774
Ericka Valenzuela
521 Orange Grove Ave
West Melbourne, FL 32904
Mandi Vick
1116 Grand Ave
San Diego, CA 92109
Timothy Videnka
5 Carroll St
Whitby, ONL1N7Y8
John Vietmeyer
5921 River Dr
Lorton, VA 22079
Michael Vinci
57 Summit Dr
Wallingford, CT 06492
Nancy Vo
63 Lakeside Ave
Clinton, MA 01510
Ralph Voight
7145 Horizon Cir
Windermere, FL 34786
Is)
Kristina Wagler
4028 Center Pointe PI
Sarasota, FL 34233
Albert Walter
6940 Granada Blvd
Coral Gables, FL 33146
Tonia Warnecke
1225 Blue Ridge PI
Annapolis, MD 21401
Daniel Weinsberg
30 Phillips Beach Ave
Swampscott, MA 01907
Michael Welker
11564 NWelker Rd
Roanoke, IN 46783
Bridget White
73 Fox Chapel Dr
Orchard Park, NY 14127
Nadine White-Davis
3182 Windchime Circle W
Apopka, FL 32703
Kara Wilbur
RR 2 Box 120
Damariscotta, ME 04543
Amy Will
1228 Redfield Ridge
Dunwoody, GA 30338
Margaret Williams
2185 ShadyhillTer
Winter Park, FL 32792
Robert Williams
2164 LakeDr
Winter Park, FL 32789
Randi Winant
312 Utter Ln
Tularosa, NM 88352
Jessica Wollaston
494 Buffington Rd
Gillsville, GA 30543
Heather Woodruff
275 8th Ter
Vero Beach, FL 32962
Tynisha Wynder
5866 Eddy Ct
Lake Worth, FL 33463
z
Christina Zapata
14808 Lymington Cir
Orlando, FL 32826
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I till
summer? Few leaves
J changed colors and not
many cold winds rolled in,
but technically fall had
arrived. The common
preception of the year being
one long summer with only
a couple days for each
season held true. Yet,
despite the unnoticable
change of weather, other
changes came as we
adjusted to the surrondings
and new routines.
Patterns arise, friend-
ships grow, clubs
organize, and life becomes
a little more comfortable as
the school year gets in to

PROMOTING CLUBSAND ORGANIZATIONS
ivities lr
Students attended the Activities
Fairfor an afternoon of free
food andfun. Activities
included playing lazer tag and
racing on the bungi-run.
Roland Wellington '01 (top left) president
of StarTrek: Rollins College, recruits new
trekies for the club. Members of the club
watched StarTrek episodes and followed them
with discussions.
Raejeana Gilmore '00 (top right) recuits
members for Voices for Women at the activities
fair. The Voices table contained pictures for
students to look at as well as a few goodies for
them to take.
Bridget Conway '00 and Nic Roberts '99
dressed as Star Trek figures to promote this
years Student Activites Fair. The theme was
to achieve an "out of this world year" with
clubs and organizations.
meet the clubs The Student Activites Fair is designed to
introduce students to the various clubs and organizations that
exist on campus. This event, held in the field house, allows
students to get a feel for what each organization is about, and
allows the organizations to recruit new members. Incentives
included free food, games, and prizes. The event also
showcases some local businesses from the Winter Park area.
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Ryan Carrol '01 representing
Alpha Tau Omega shows off his
fraternity to some friends.
And they're off! Students, including
Derek Luyten '02 and Chrissy
Kadinger '01, participated in events
such as the 'bungi-run'.
A representative from Kappa Alpha
Theta shows some pictures to
another student. Different groups
brought in photo albums to
encourage new membership.
student activities fair 57
Time to get moving! The group
warms up out on the beach before
getting down to the different
sessions.
Chrissy Kadinger '01 and Nic
Roberts '99 take a break to "floor
dance." The group had breaks
between sessions and many took
time to rest or unwind in some way.
Streeeetch! Bridgett Conway '00
and Daniel Blair '02 do some
morning aerobics on the beach.
A RETREAT TO LEARN SKILLS
leadersh
Studentsfrom many organizations
participated in the Fall
Leadership retreat.
It was a success in the
eyes of all.
leading on Many students took the opportunity to increase their
skills in the area of leadership at the fall leadership retreat. The
retreat took place on the beach in Melbourne. The group learned
the different skills held by each person present. They discovered
both their leader type and personality type. Different groups came
together during this student-run activity to figure out ways to make
Rollins a better community for all.
Alexa King '99 (top left) speaks of Martin
Luther King Jr. for her group's project.
Jen Jordan '01 (top right) tells the group of
different leadership skills that people have.
Groups were given a person to speak about
during the session.
Greg Babcock '02 and Jessie Haga '02
(right) act out a story of how leadership skills
are used during a crisis.
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Bessie Newman '02. Colleen
Arcand '00, Todd Kubicki '02, and
Lina Strimavicius help out at the
registration table. They all greeted
the trick-or-treaters as they arrived
and assigned them to the tour
groups.
In Pinehurst Cottage, Emily Gill
'99 holds out a bowl of "brains" for
a trickortreater to put her hand
into. Pinehurst was one of the
many residence halls chat
participated in the event by
creating a haunted hous
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Alexa King '99, Scott Filter '02,
and Christine Conte '00 help kids
play carnival games on Mills Lawn.
A HOWLING GOOD TIME
oween
The sixth annual Halloween
Howl gave Rollins students the
chance to provide a fun and
safe halloween for the children
of the Winter Park community.
trick-or-treat Pumpkins, costumes, candy, and kids meant only
one thing: time for Halloween Howl! The activities of the day also
included carnival games on Mills Lawn and a clown show. As
Martha Lewis '99, who organized the event, said, "What made
Halloween Howl such a success was the incredible support from
over 50 campus organizations and the creativity and dedication of
more than 140 Rollins students."
After a stressful morning, Martha Lewis '99
(top left) takes time out to sit with some trick-
or-treaters. Her hard work made Halloween
Howl a great success.
LeLaina Romero '99 (top right) leads a trick-
or-treater into the Pinehurst Cottage. She
greeted tour groups and blindfolded them
before they entered the house.
Koldo Uriona-Isla '01 (left) gets into the
Halloween spirit. He was among many
students who chose to dress up for the event.
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The cast of "Pippin" pose for a
picture after their final performance.
The group was full of spirit and
excitement throughout all of the
performances and it showed.
The cast of the play "House of
Blue Leaves" directed by Matt
Jasiczek '00 pose for a picture.
Chris Johnson '00 and Emily Gill
'00 perform "Shakespeare in the
Park" for their acting class.
62 student life
A TALENT ALL THEIR OWN
act
The Theatre department
displayed another
year of great acting
and great plays.
iners
setting the Stage The 67th season of the Annie Russell Theatre
proved to be yet another show stopping season for the theatre
department. With the performances of Pippin, Enter Laughing, The
Bacchae, Charley's Aunt, and House of Blue Leaves, both Rollins and
the Winter Park community had much to see. The success of these
productions was due to the students' incredible talent and passion
for the arts, as well as to great directing and a supportive audience.
Casey Carroll '00 (top left)shows her
excitement for her part as the mother in
Pippin.
Craig Cacciola-Morales '01 (top right) has
a look of surprise with the snap of the camara
backstage.
Bart Bishop '00 and Jody Coleman '99
strengthen the plot to the play "House of Blue
Leaves."
acting 63
PLACES TO DO YOUR WORK
study
Studying is a big part ofcampus
life and at some point
everybody needs a relaxing
place to do their work.
Sasha Heller '02 stands behind Emily Gill
'00 (top left) outside of Pinehurst and watches
her finish an art project.
Douglas Halmatie(top right) leans back and
relaxes as he uses the facilities in the library
to get a little studying done.
Derek Luyten '02 and Jen Sachs '01 (right)
use the Olin Library to get some studying
done.
Studying, and the process of, varied greatly from student to student
at Rollins. Some chose to study with soft music and good lighting,
some decided upon the silent, hallowed halls and crevices of the Olin
Library, and others tried to study alone in their room. Whether it was
studying outside on Mills lawn or bringing your books pool-side, the
results were usually a good tan and a dose of procrastination.
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Tammara Sanchez '02, Tamasin
Spengler '01, and Jennifer
Clarkson '02 (above) enjoy the sun
out by the pool while studying.
(Left) A bench in front of the Cornell
Campus Center was a great place for
students to sit and look over notes
before class.
(Left) Students sit outside in front
of Cornell Hall before class starts.
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(right)The women's team gets ready
for the stair of the Southeast
Regional Championship.
(below) Rim Singhofen '02 se ts her
own pace at the SSC
Championships.
(middle) The women's team runs
ahead of the crowd at the SSC
Championships.
(bottom) Catherine Zavos '01
checks her time while Jessica
Tedrick '00 and Kim Singhofen
'02 follow close behind.
66 sports
women s
The Rollins Women's Cross Country team prides
itself on...
Coach Matt Long
setting a p ce
UCF Invitational 8th of 14
Florida Tech
Invitational 2nd of 7
UF Invitational 12th of 18
Disney Classic 10th of 18
Sunshine State Conference
Championships 2nd of 7
NCAA Southeast Regional
Championship 14th of 21
Wheth er it would be at a
practice or during a
competition, there was
always suppport for the
women's cross country team.
The women's team trained
hard using a cross training
regiment of weightlifting, swimming, and playing ultimate
frisbee. Although they had many new runners, this year
claimed itself as being one of their best. The women showed
themselves as strong and dedicated, both as a team and
individually. Through hard work, the team was able to
achieve its goals, which included placing among the top
ranking teams in the Sunshine State Conference, and
qualifying for the Southeast Regional Championships.
(front) Kim
Singhofen, Alice Beaver, Allison
Nichols, Jennie Brooks, Caroline
Rich, Jessica Tedrick, Ashley
Halpert, Kirsten Palacios, Catherine
Zavos, (back) Asst Coach Mike
Cooper, Chris Boynton, Mike Gebo,
Lee Reese, Troy Lupinacci, Brian
Kilpatrick, Tyson Kuch, TR Parker,
Ron Iammartino, Coach Matt Long
women's cross country 67
men's
The Men's Cross Country team is.
ro ing t e
li e
L to R - (from top) Asst. Coach Mike
Cooper, Mike Gebo, Chris Boynton,
Troy Lupinacci, Brian Kilpatrick,
Ron lammartino, Lee Reese, Tyson
Kuch, T.R. Parker, Coach Matt
Long, (bottom) Kim Singhofen,
Catherine Zavos, Ashley Halpert,
Caroline Rich, Jessica Tedrick,
Allison Nichols, Kirsten Palacios,
Alice Beaver
The men's team was
fairly young this year
but what they lacked in
experience, they made
up for in spirit. Every
runner improved
because of the difficult
practice regiment:
early morning
weightlifting sessions,
long runs ranging from
eight to seventeen miles, speed workouts, and
even some double sessions. The men's team
was hardworking and dedicated which paid off at
conferences. Chris Boynton '99, team captain,
expressed, "My time with the cross country team
was life changing. I learned that patience and
persistence pay off. I learned the value of eating
healthy and exercising, which resulted in a
healthier, happier lifestyle. Being on the team
taught me about life, and what it takes to succeed
at it."
scoreboard
UCF Invitational 8th of 12
Florida Tech Invitational 5th of 7
UF Inviational 12th of 14
Disney Classic 10th of 18
Sunshine State Conference
Championship 6th of 9
NCAA Southeast Regional
Championship
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Brian Kilpatrick '00 and Mike
Gebo '99 quickly gain on a runner
from Sainr Leo at the SCC
( Championships.
Ron lammartino '02 runs solo and
determined at the SCC
Championships.
(middle) L to R- Chris Boynton '99,
Mike Gebo '99, and Brian Kilpatrick
'00 get off to an energetic start at the
Southeast Regionals in Atlanta.
( bottom)Team Captain Chris Boynton
'99 easily passes a runner from Eckerd
College at the SCC Championships.
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wome:' volleyball
The 1998 volleyball season held some
ups and downs, but the team finished strong
by beating the nationally ranked
Barry University team.
scoring kills
women's varsity volleyball
Front Row (left to right): Laura
Ferguson, Jamie Oelke; Middle
Row (1 to r): Assistant Coach China
Jude, Carolyn Smith, Tamasin
Spengler, Tammara Sanchez, Ayse
Numan, Head Coach Meg
Fitzgerald; Back Row (1 to r):
Student Trainer Estela de Arcos,
Jennifer Clarkson, Vanessa Chan, Jill
Henderson, Lauran Alexander
In theirfinal match of the 1998
season, the volleyball team
showed a glimpse of what
might lay ahead in the future
as they completely
dominated nationally fifth
ranked Barrry University 15-9,
15-11, 15-5 to finish the season with a respectable 15-16 overall
record. The Tars also finished tied for fourth position in the
Sunshine State Conference with a 7-7 league mark. The Tars
played hard in every match and posted several impressive
vicotries. Junior Carolyn Smith led the Tars in the win over
Barry and was honored as the SSC "Athlete of the Week."
She was also named as a second team All-SSC selection.
Other standouts during the season included freshman Jaime
Oelke, sophomores Tammara Sanchez and Tamasin
Spengler and junior Jill Henderson Dean Hybl
Coach Meg Fitzgerald
Reaching for the sky! Jaime Oelk*
'02 takes her wind up to spike th
ball.
Team Record
15-16
7-7 SSC
70 sports
women's varsity volleyball J\
Spring Break in Jamaica
copy written by
a decade of
alpha tau omega
This year marked the tenth year anniversary for the Alpha Tau
Omega chapter at Rollins, lota Zeta
Alpha Tau Omega has continued to
uphold its high standards in and out of
the classroom this year. Academics are
the main concern of the fraternity and
members are strongly urged to succeed
in the classroom. Out of the classroom,
"This year's
fall formal
prooved that
when it comes
to having a
good time,
ATO excells.
It was a blast."
-Chris Davis
'01
ATO positively
contributes to the
campus
community by
sponsoring events
and participating
in other campus organizations. This
year was the fraternity's tenth
anniversary and many alumni returned
to share their experiences from years
past. Hopefully current brothers will take
what they have learned into the outside
world and continue to strengthen an
already successful chapter.
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Jon Adamo, Matt Adams, Chad Alvaro, Tony Amato, Rob Amyx, Tony Bielwaski, Aaron (harper, Ryan Carrol, Brent Childs, Jeff Cyr,
Chris Davis, Miguel deArcos, E.J. Deseta, Bulent Dincer, Charlie Dudley. Paul Farrell, Jay Gaiser, Peter Hitchen, Pung Jeffers, Jeff Karansky, Brian
Kilpatrick, G.R. Lloyd, Mike Lohin, Derek Luyten, Justin Marron, Will Mason, Ted McGrath, Tucker McGrath, Will Moore, Nate Morris, Jay Newberry,
Robert Ninic, Andy Norden, Sean O'Leary, Felipe Pereira, Austin Pumneo, Lee Reese, Matt Sandefur, Bert Saville, Paul Schick, Evan Schube, Daniel
Schuck, Greg Seylor, Michael Simpson, Andy Starbuck, Jason Tisdell, Matt Townsley, Jaime Veira, Tim Videnka, Mike Vinci, Mike Welker, Matt White,
Steve White, Bobby Williams.
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1Andy Adler, Jason Anik, TJ Apicella, Sazan Bardha, Frederick Begeman, Matthew Brodrick, Scottie Cairns, Trevor Capon, Charles
Catanese, Riek Coles, John Conrad, Jeremy Cooler, Ryan Cunningham, Greg Curtiss, Chuck Demers, Michael DeSevo, Emerson Dobbs, Henry Fasoldt,
Seth Fonti, Adam Gray, Kit Gray, Stephen Grover, Carlos Hoyo, William Leisman, Daniel Levy, Owen Maginn, Dillon Murphy, Nate Neel, David
O'Brien, Tom O'Loughlin, Todd Raible, Sean Reed, Tim Regan, Chauncy Rice, John Rocco, Josh Rosenstein, Matthew Sarbello, Alexander Sehnaoui,
Scott Shekitka, Scott Sherry, Matt Shreves, Chris Small, Chris Sorenson, Scott Springer, Ryan Thibodeau-O'Grady, Chip Watson, Christopher Wilson.
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brotherly love
si ma hie sil
displaying leadership on campus and involvement
in community service The brothers of SigEp supporting
the Tars
Sigma Phi Epsilon is founded upon the
values of Virtue, Dilligence, and Brotherly
Love. SigEp members pride themselves
in giving back to both Rollins and the
Winter Park community by participating in
campus events and community service
projects. Activities
included
Jason Anik
'00 prepares to
go onstage for
the musical
Pipen. He has participation in the
represented
SigEp in many Cornel1 Cam PUS
of this years
theatre
productions.
Center dedication,
the Winter Park Art
Festival, and Habitat for Humanity. The
brothers also take part in leadership on
campus with members holding positions
such as Vice President of SGA, President
of Interfraternity Council, and Intermural
Director. A SigEp brother has also been
presented with the Greek Man of the Year
Award for two consecutive years.
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J
love charity esteem
Paul Snierge '00 the human
statue
tauka paepsiIon
increasing brotherhood, developing frienships,
serving the community
Tau Kappa Epsilon is based on three
principles: love, charity, and esteem.
The members of TKE pride themselves
in these ideals and strive to share them
with the Winter Park community. Some
of TKE's community service activities
included
Joe Motyka
'00 and Sally
Osborne '99
share a hug
participating in
the "Adopt a
Highway"
program as well
as in Habitat for
Humanity, feeding the hungry at the
Second Harvest Soup Kitchen, and
planting trees in Winter Park. TKE was
also a co-sponsor of the World Hunger
Concert, and held an appreciation
dinner in honor of all professors and
faculty.
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Several of thi
brothers repres
TKE during Gr
Week
members Bill Besher, Chris Boynton, Rick Chen, Asher Devuyst, Chris Doherty, Ian Eule, Andrew Farrer, Mike Gordon, Patrick
jreen, Brian Harper, Tim Horton, Tyler Hyslop, Evan Itskovvitch, Zai Kipgen, Jason Kniskern, Tyler Leban, Brian Logue, Troy Lupinacci,
R.ay Mancuso, Dean McClearn, Brian McCarthy, Craig Cacciola-Morales, Joe Motyka, Jonathan Olgeirson, Matt Preston, Brian Sasaki-
5canlon, Jim Singler, Paul Smerge, Jeff Tabatabai, Paul Theriault, Diego Vargas, Jeff Zeizel.
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ph
Andy Snow, Adam Till and Dave
Fuleham
Friendhsip, sound learning, and moral
rectitude are the three cardinal
principles of Phi Delta Theta. The
fraternity is a close knit organization that
promotes leadership and scholarship
activities. A noteworthy event was the
Bass Fishing tour-
nament which
"Pledging was
one of the best
decisions of my
college career.
I have made
the friends of a
lifetime and
learned
valuable skills."
- Chris Fulton
raised money for
the Arnold Palmer
Children's
Hospital. On top of
having our annual Purple Jesus party,
we participated in campus events such
as Native American Week. We are also
preparing to be the first alchohol-free
fraternity in the country. Members come
from all over the world come to be part
of a fraternity with a strong reputation
and an integral place in the community.
copy written by
the family of
d ltci thctci
an active role in the community
service programs and campus-sponsered events
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Clay Bleuins, John Vietmeyer, Pete Kissel, Frank Kissel, Matt Mathews, Andy Snow, Tim Malinovsky. Chris Linn, Chris Fulton, Pat
Vilhem, Regan Reid, Pete Dietrich, Dave Alverson, Benny Lohr, Jeff Ernst, Adam Till, Mac McMakin, Cyrus Bent, Rob Culnen, Chris Davenport,
ihislain Dekertanguy, Dave Thomas, John Brown, Brad Burns, Aaron Duff, Daniel Fulgham. Jody Gale, Jake Hermans, Jake Karstens, Fin Maguire,
<oah Rosenblatt.
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Seth Atkinson, Kris Avedon, Owen Barron, Sergei Bevs, Marc Bianchi, Heath Boksen, Truman Booth, Rich Bruner, Peter Clow, Chn
Dooley, Pat Downing, Mike Drepanos, Yosiat Gimbernard, Colin Mueller, Nick Groth, Jon Harold, Duong Ho, Jim Joseph, Matt Jung, Nathan Kerzne
Dave Kessler, Philippe Khouri. Stig Knutsen, Blake Lanford, Brendan Long, Jon Marden, Scott McClure, Andrew McGoldrick, Robert McKnigh
Patrick McTigue, Dave Oberne, Robert Oppenheim, Scott Reams, Darren Seaman, Alejandro Perez, Eric Shamas, Brian Sonberg, Kurt Stangl, Nat
Sugar, John Toppino, Daniel Weinsberg, Taylor West, Ben Wilder.
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a new look for
chi p i
seventeen new pledges and new furniture gave the
brothers of Chi Psi a new outlook for the year
Rob Oppenheim '02, Brendan Long
'02, Marc Bianchi '00, and Philippe
Khouri '00 at the Kk( j crush party
This spring, the brothers of Chi Psi
accepted 17 pledges into their
brotherhood. The pleges were initiated
after completing the Chi Psi Educational
Program. The brothers were also involved
in several community service activities,
Dave Oberne
'01 and Kurt
Stangl '01
take time out
from partying
at the Chi Psi
formal to smile
at the camera.
including a Weikiva
Lake clean up.
These service
activities gave the
members of Chi Psi
an opprtunity to
give back to the Winter Park community
as well a chance to spend some time
together. Chi Psi also recieved a few gifts
from the school, a pool table from the
Down Under and a chandelier, to improve
their Lodge. The brothers also
demostrated their athleticism by making
the playoff's for Intermurals' flag football.
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KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Rollins College - 1999
Hayden Abbey, Laura Abruzzese, Victoria Baga, Alex Baillie, Amanda Bathory, Mairi Beautyman, Margaret Betts, Carla Bueme, Kil
Calandra, Stephanie Camino, Allison Carmany, Casey Carroll, Jakki Clarke, Valerie Colin, Jennifer Condren, Christine Crowley, Christine DeSimorl
Andrea Fischer, Kathleen Graham, Kaela Gustafson, Liz Heide, Tori Hodges, Elizabth Ladt, Kasie Jacobs, Sara Lovern, Carolyn Marcotte, Alexancj
Marks, Katherine McCarthy, Skyler McKeeby, Meghan Mestepey, Katie Murphy, Sasha Nelken, Maria De la Paz Noboa, Leah Orstein, Lisa Oseychi
Melissa Porter, Megan Rowan, Katherine O'Malley, Virginia Oatley, Kimberly Riether, Catherine Ritman, Alex Rodriguez, Lisa Rogers, Deanna Russ
Sandra Saccullo, Jennifer Sachs, Erika Scargill, Jennifer Scott, Evelyn Simmons, Lindsey Snyder, Ashley Staton, Rowlanda Stephanos, Tracy Summei
Catherine Taylor, Lauren Thomas, Debbie Weiss, Meghan White.
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energetic and enthusiastic
k ppaal hat eta
he largest pledge class in history, service projects, and participation
in several campus events were among Theta's accomplishments A night on the town at Have a Nice
Day Cafe
The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta had
an extremely exciting and productive
year. Once again, Theta successfully
fulfilled its goal for the promotion of
social, intellectual, and moral growth of
its members. Formal rush in February
opened Theta's
"Oh What a
Night"
Spring Break
1999
in Key West
doors to one of the
largest pledge
classes in history.
The energy and
enthusiasm of the
new members helped strengthen the
chapter in countless ways. Along with
two crush parties, the annual Black and
Blue formal held with Kappa Kappa
Gamma, and a spring formal, Theta
also raised money for Breast Cancer
Research and the sorority's national
philanthropy- CASA.
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Amy Will '99 and Katie Roberts '99
exciting year for
a pa kap a ga ma
a tremendous victory in the boat race and a
140 person turn out for rush set the tone for the year
Kappa has been off to a great start this
year with the sophomores becoming
more involved. In the fall we focused
most of our attention on reaching the
Chapter goal in community service and
rush. We participated in the Greek
Games and were
paired upwithTKE.
We were excited to
learn that we
came in first place.
After Christmas
"These past
four years in
Kappa have
made me a
stronger person
by allowing me
to learn from
so many
different girls."
- Lexie Greiner
Break we were in full swing with the
anticipation of rush. After many long
nights of practice, we pulled through
with a full house of 25 new members.
As the year is coming to an end we are
trying to tie all our loose ends. We are
already planning what we are going to
do to improve the Greek relationships.
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Annette Campagna, Amanda Conseur, Alex Fielding, Beth Frigola, Kristen Kelly, Jillian Kennedy, Sasha Nordback, Katie Roberts.
Betsy Tucker, Amy Will, Annalisa Alcazar, Ashlee Binder.Kate Gonroy, Lexie Greiner, Samantha Gudheim, Amanda Lassoff, Whitney Luckett, Danielle
Vlartino, Dominique Mila, Constance Murrin, Molly Ousey, Blakely Reuben, Melissa Roth. Lucia Rosales, Rebecca Spears. Jessica Tedrick, Ali Watlington,
Robin Aielke, Lindsay Antisdel, Sarah Benson, Vanessa Blakeslee, Heather Bolton, Jackie Esteves, Ashley Gasi, Lindley Gibbs. Courtney Hinman.
Elizabeth Hunter, Erica Loke, Maria Mullen, Kelly Oprzadek, Caroline Rich, Lynzie Saurs, Nikki Zervoudis, Erin Bonner, Lauren Borek. Anne Callard,
Glare Carter, Devon Coughlin, Anna Davich, MaryCarol Fitzgerald, Andrea Frederic, \ana Gefon, Katie Berber, Lauren Griffith, Leah Halsey, Erin
Heximer, Ashley Knopf, Claire Lewis, Marisa Meyer, Allison Nichols, Jessica Niebauer, Carrie Ross, Ashley Roth. Alexia Rouquette, Elizabeth Rubin,
Kristen Rudd, Mariel Sosa, Jillian Villar.
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A LIFETIME OF EXPERIENCE
real
Students participated in
various Internships around
the Orlando area. They
learned valuable skills for life
after college.
Lara Prinz '99 (top left) shows the vision and
mission statement of the Orlando/Orange
County Convention & Visitors Bureau, Inc.
She enjoyed her job in Public Relations
because she was able to use her knowledge of
various languages with different groups.
Ginny Patterson '99 (top right) completes
her intern at DeGraw and Associates, a law
firm in Orlando.
Amanda Hardnian '99 (right) cleans out a
local preserved water area. She worked for the
Aquatic Biologists to clean up the perserved
water areas of Orlando. daily grind Many students are not sure what they want to do after
they graduate. For this reason, Rollins has an internship program for
students. Interns are able to pick a career field they are interested in
and spend a semester earning valuable experience in that field.
Students are required to work at most 180 hours in order receive
credit from the school. Interning allows students to step into "the real
world" and show everyone what they can do!
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Beth Raptis '99 sits at the Cool
sales computer. She worked in the
sales division for the radio station.
Audrey Cunningham '00 shows
off her work for Channel 6. She did
all the graphic work for the new Soap
Box part of their news cast.
Michael Acton '00 stands ready for
the next breaking story. He worked
for Channel 9 at the desk that took
all the calls for the latest stories.
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) participated in many
activities. Each Thursday afternoon you
could find members on Mills Lawn with
their prayer table at which they took
prayer requests. They also held weekly
meetings that involved dinner, devotions,
and worship music. The clubs activities
included Christ
Awareness Week,
Tanya (owner of
the house), Rev.
Susan Bubbers,
several luncheons Mandy Squires
'99, and Joseph
and a house Rubelpose
outside of the
painting project Habitat house.
with Habitat for Humanity. They also held
a concert featuring guitarist Matt Jones.
Front row: Nic Roberts and
Heeral Sanghrajka Back row: Joseph Rubel,
Mandy Squires and Bethany Baeuerlin Not
pictured: Kate Devine.
copy written by
spirituality
chi
Promoting Christ awareness through prayers, devotion, and
community service
Mandy Squires '99 manages the
prayer table in front of Mills Lawn.
This weekly event gave Rollins
students the opportunity to make
personal prayer requests.
Chi Rho member Nic Roberts I
participates in an alcohol avvarene
program on Mills Lawn.
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christian fellowship
intervarsit]
A place where Christians are growing daily in their walk
with Christ and it shows
. ..Jit ~Jmm
Members of InterVarsity join hands
in a circle of prayer.
(Crystal Lanning '00 and LeLaina
Romero '00 at the InterVarsity Fall
Confrence.
InterVarsity was a place where everyone
was welcome. There were no rules or
guidelines for membership. The club
sought to create a place where friends
could come together and share the love of
Jesus. InterVarsity's activities included three
small group Bible studies led by students
in their dorms, aMembers of
InterVarsity pose
for a picture at
their Spring
Leadership retreat
in Ormond Beach.
They had a
memorable time.
Miami Spring Break
trip to volunteer at
homeless shelters,
and a five day
program aimed at educating the campus
about the life and beliefs of Jesus.
Denise Aires, Mark Anderson, Tim and
Michelle Bowden, Jenni Brown, Akiko China, Anne D'Orto,
Nathan Dejong, Jen DuPont. Lindsey Elkin, Marnxa Faustmann,
Andrea Figel, Maria Figueroa, Jonathan French, Jody Horton,
Coleen Ice, Shiro Ishihara, ( lourtney Jacobs. Mike Kessingcr. Kim
Koi, Tyson Ktich. Krystal Lanning. Christiana Lavcnturc. Phil
Livingston, Adian Lynes, Micah Manning, Brandi Massey. Greg
McDowall, Emily Milligan, Matt Mitchell, Daniel Nicholson, Dave
Novvak, Stewart Parker, Maggie Reyes, Ruby Rivera, LeLaina
Romero, Dan Scala. Ben Scott, Katie Signor, Rebecca Smith, Rev
Taylor. David Terry. Samantha Titus, Jessica Torres, Karla 'Iorres,
Jefl Westover, Brad Young, Becky Young, Jennie Zclenak.
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After wining both the Sunrise Award for
Outstanding Student Organization and the
Cultural Action Committee Award for Most
Improved Organization last year, BGLADD
continued to grow and make its mark.
Programs included the Stereotype Party,
involvement in Diversity Celebration Week,
Women's History
Month, and Sexuality
Awareness Week.
Members were
thankful for the
"We would like to
thank all of the
individuals who
have aided in
diversity acceptance
and ask for their
continued support."
- Daniel Blair '01
positive, gradual change in the campus'
climate for diversity acceptance.
The first-place winners of the Spring 1999 lip
synch contest, BGLAADand Rollins Dance. Alle
Grue '02, Luisa Valdes '01, Scott Filter '02,
Becky Rankin '01, Alexa King '99, Daniel
Blair '01, and Hillarv Wheeler-Smith '01.
copy written by Jar
creating awareness
b la d
Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and Allies Against Discrimination
At a meeting, Leslie Davies '00 and
Secretary Scott Filter '02 blow out
the candles to their birthday cake.
Azie Ladan '01, President Daniel
Blair '01, and Wendy Meyer '02 dance i
at the "Stereotype Party" as Amanda
Shaw '02 gawks at their mad skills.
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award winning
star t
n
Star Trek Rollins College had a successful year, winning campus
awards for both Outstanding Growth and Outstanding Organization
Treasurer Jenni Hartman '02 and
philosophy club member Alexia
Brehm '02 discuss "The
Philosophy of Star Trek".
The Prime Directive of Star Trek Rollins
College was to provide an organized
venue for members of the Rollins
community to watch and discuss the Star
Trek universe. The organization also
exposed and promoted the values
presented and practiced in the Star Trek
universe to the
Members ofStar
Trek Rollins College
smile for the camera.
The club met
several times a
month to watch and
discuss Star Trek
episodes.
Rollins community.
These goals were
accomplished
through the club's
organizational meetings, official website,
and programs sponsored on campus.
President Roland Wellington
(above), vice-president Brent Woolfork, treasurer
Jenni Hartman, Kristen Bright, Sara Deon, Carya
Hein, Jose Rodriguez, Joseph Rubel, Tanya
White-Davis.
oseph Rubel attends a meeting of
>tar Trek Rollins College.
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le of Omicron Delta
Kapp- existed for over 68 years at
Rollins. ODK is the National Leadership
Honor Society that recognizes and
encourages superior scholarship,
leadership, and exemplary character.
Membership in ODK is a mark of the highest
distinction and
Members ofODK
pose for a group
picture. These
students worked
hard to earn their
membership in
the honor society.
honor. Emphasis is
placed on the
development of the
whole person, as
member and leader of both the college
community and society.
Cindy Duque'99 and Bridget Conway '99 at the leadership
awards banquet. Other ODK members also received awards there.
Nicole Adams. Elizabeth Ashwell, Tim Bow den,
Mary Boyle. Tabitha Campbell, Liza Carelli-Scnnett, Rick Chen,
Christie Climie, Jennifer Colinger, Bridget Conway, Nathan
Dejong, Cindy Duque, Paul Farrell, Maria Figueroa, Lauren Foglia,
Relli Grant, Andrea Henderson, Margriet Johansen, Sean Johnson,
Rim Roi, Nellie Lackman, Lara Littlepage, Jennifer Logan, Michael
Manning, Alicia McGoogan, Matt Mitchell, Alan Nordstrom, Sally
Osborn, Jeff Pohlig, Christina Raettig, LeLaina Romero, Ratie
Signor. Natalie Smith, Mandy Squires. David Terry. Tonia
YYarnccke, Zofia Nowicki.
excellence in
o icron eltak ppa
Recognizing achievement in scholarship, leadership, athletics,
community service and character
ODK officers Jennifer Logan'99,
Nathan DeJong '99, Margriet
Johansen '99, and Liza Carelli-
Sennett '99.
ODK members Alicia McGoogar,
'99 and LeLaina Romero '0(1
excell in music among other things
92 clubs
evolving with
b
The biology interest group combines fun activities with science
Ur. Eileen Gregory, the biology
interest group's advisor, enjoys a
piece of cake at the BIG banquet.
BIG president Augie Alvarado '99
:alks about BIG's accomplishments
ind thanks members and professors
for a great year.
Surprisingly enough, science studentswere not
always stuck inside thewindowless laboratory
rooms of the Bush science building. Although
they may not have been the first ones at the
pool on a Wednesday afternoon, members
of the biology interest group did make time to
visit Disney's Animal Kingdom, participate in
runs for charity and'I'm really excited
to be president
and have a lot of
new ideas and
goals for BIG to
accomplish next
year."
- Jill Henderson
'00
hold a farewell
banquet for
graduating seniors.
With an energetic
new president, the future ofthe biology interest
group looks very promising.
Jill Henderson and Jenna
Lavina (above), Maria Afanador, Solimar
Afanador, Augie Alvarado, Ken Chen, Phil Hage,
Shana Henry, Kasie Jacobs, Margriet Johansen,
Jeff Koehler, Chrissy Oehmann, Jill Razor, Liz
Thiele, Roland Wellington, Stephanie Woolfe.
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The members of the Cultural Action
Comittee come from varied walks of life
and represent many cultures. However,
the goal of CAC remains the same-
providing a diverse cultural education for
the Rollins College Campus. Some
programming highlights of the year
include a
performance by
the Talako Indian
Dancers, Unity
Fest, Diversity
Celebration Week, and Erase the Hate
Day.
"CAC represents
the strong unified
voice of Rollins.
Being a member
ofCAC means
being a member of
a team.
- Cindy Duqae
•
- Mm
Students enjoy the Lunar New Year dinner held
in the Galloway Room. This was one of the events
that the Cultural Action Committee took part in.
copy written by
cultural action
comr ittee
a separate heritage ... a common destiny
As part of the Diversity Week
Celebration, a band performed for
the Rollins Campus on Mills Lawn.
Daniel Blair '01 and a friend man
the BGLADD table during the
Diversity Week celebration.
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spicing it up
let ct
latin american student association
Jorge Heemsen '02, Jennifer
Depastas '01. and Coral Torres
'99 at the first LASA meeting of
the year
The Latin American Student Association is
made up of people from different
backgrounds. Whether they are from such
countries as Puerto Rico, Columbia, Spain, or
North America, members of LASA share a
common interest in the Latin Culture. LASA's
goals include teaching people about various
Latin cultures, as well
as providing them
Members of
LASA pose for a
wjfh Q chance fo
picture in Miami.
|
experience the flavor
of Latin music and
food. One of this year's events included a trip
to Miami to see Ricky Martin in concert.
Maria Figueroa '99, Coral Torres '99, Maria
Afanador '01, Solimar Afanador '01, and Ale
Grue '02 enjoy lunch at a restaurant in Miami.
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d moves all over campus
this year. In the fail, weekly jazz dance classes
were taught by Niehole Adams '99 Nichole
also set up the Esteem Dance Program where
she and other Rollins Dancers taught a weekly
dance class to underpriviledged children. The
club also teamed up with LASA for Latin
Dancing at Beans,
welcomed
Swingerhead to
campus again, and
performed the
award winning song "Ifs raining men" with
BGLAAD at the lip sync contest.
Students perform
in Rollins Dance:
the ballet. This
was one of several
shows produced
by members of
Rollins Dancers.
Samantha Haber, Scott
Filter, Kate Truman, Amanda Shaw, Jaclyn
Costello, Xiomara Galdon, Talia Raymond,
Alexa King, Hilary Wheeler-Smith, Kristin
Wiswall, Luisa Valdes, Becky Rankin, Lori
Dennis. Not pictured: Anna DeMer,
Nichole Adams, Tiffany Scott, Daniel Blair,
Genevieve John, Amy Verderosa, Alexandra
Grue.
copy written by
Rollins
anc rs
Jazzing it up and swinging it out on campus
Dancers chillin' after the Fall
Informal Dance Concert.
Freddie Fourrie and Daniell
D'Adessa '99 in Rollins Dance.
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brotherhood in
lphaep il np
Developing character, responsibility, and values
Two AEPi brothers invite students
to rush at the Student Activities Fair
Alpha Epsilon Pi, Rollins' newest fraternity, was
founded by nine men in 1998. The Xi Epsilon
Chapter joined over 100 other AEPi chapters
to create North America'sJewish fraternity. The
goal of the fraternitywas to help each student
develop character, learn responsibility, and
develop a proper set of values through living
together
The brothers of
AEPi gather for
a group picture.
in
brotherhood
.
Members of AEPi
participated in both
intramural sports
and other campus activities and also hosted
social and philanthropic events for the college.
lome on in!" -TysonKuch'01
Dan Cohen '02, Drew
Deuster '02, Greg Goldman '01, Sam Heller
'01, Tyson Kuch '01, Jaime Miller '00, Stuart
Penan '99. Todd Scholsohn '01
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ong underwear and
scarves were nowhere to
be found. No classes were
conducted in January, so
students went home or
found temporary housing.
Those who stayed nearby
could enjoy Winter with the
Writers, but only those who
traveled had a chance for
snow. As the new semester
started we drew together in
celebration of the new
campus center.
1
ji
Life continues on as usual
and only gets better with
no slush or sleet to prohibit
movement, activities, and
the enjoyment of the
expansive new campus
center.
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boys basketball
The Rollins Men's Basketball team went into the
season with a number of returning players. They
finished the season on a tough note at the
Sunshine State Conference Tournament
Coach Tom Klusman
sh oti g ho ps
The Tars returned 10 players
to their line-up for the 1998-
1999 season. Each of these 10
players saw significant
playing time last season
which helped to propell the
team into this season. The
team started off well, but struggled after the Winter Break.
Rollins only had one Senior on their team this season. Freddie
Johnson, senior and caption, kept the team going when the
Karansky, Assistant Coach Bobby
Hewitt. Tony Fasbender, Brian road got long. "I thought the season went alright, but we may
Casey, Rich Stephens, Mikael
Hermansson, Matt Townsley, Jay have held our expectations a little too high." Heading into
Newberry, Head Coach Tom
Kiusman. tne Sunshine State Conference Tournament the Tars worked
hard. However, they lost in the first round. Overall the season
was good. The team played many teams that enabled them
to improve their skills and also show some skills off.
Front Row:
Mike Casey, Caleb Springer, Matt
Sandefur, Fred Johnson, Jason
Davis, Joseph Cowan, Mike Veith.
Back Row: Student Assistant Jeff
Scoreboard
OPPONENT W/L
UCF L
Puerto-Rico-Bayamon W
Palm Beach Atlantic L
Warner Southern W
Embry-Riddle W
St. Thomas w
North Central (ID w
Webber w
Grand Valley State (MI) L
Tangerine Tournament 2nd
Wayne State (NE) L
Florida Southern L
Tampa L
Barry w
Eckerd w
Lynn w
Saint Leo w
Florida Southern L
Florida Tech L
Barry L
Eckerd fji
Lynn W
Saint Leo W
Florida Tech L
Tampa L
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boys varsity basketball 101
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women's basketball
Coach Glenn Wiles, Jr.
Scoreboard
Opponent W/L
Wheeling Jesuit \\
West Liberty W
Puerto Rico-Baya w
Missouri-Rolla w
Palm Beach Atl. W
Madonna w
St. Edwards w
Augustana w
Wfebber w
Allentown College w
Washburn w
Shorter College w
Florida Southern w
Tampa L
Barry L
Eckerd w
Lynn w
Saint Leo w
Florida Southern w
Florida Tech w
Barry w
Eckerd w
Lynn w
Saint Leo w
Florida Tech w
Tampa w
Eckerd w
Saint Leo w
Florida Southern w
The Women 's team started out hot this year. They
kept the streak until the middle of the season where
they had a little stuggle, but pulled themselves back
together
shooting ho ps
The women's team had 4
returning starters for the '98-
99 season. Their depth from
the bench looked to propell
the team into the number one
spot in the country. The Lady
Tars looked to bring their
season to great heights and to allow the seniors to go out
with a bang. This season would prove to be a new experience
for the new girls on the team. The Tars had five new members
this year. Two transfers and two freshman allowed for the
Tars to prepare for the years ahead as they looked to say
good-bye to their seniors. Glenn Wilkes looked to have his
13th season be one that the girls would remember for a
lifetime. Wilkes also looked to post another winning season
to add to his previous 12.
women's varsity basketball Front
Row (left to right) Happi Montgomery,
Amy Chrans, Kenya Storr, Jessica
Walker, Tarniesha Nichols, Kyla Harris,
Jill Razor, Latoya Campbell; Back Row
(L to R) Head Coach Glenn Wilkes, Jr.,
Jill Mitchell, Nicole Sullivan, Jessica
Wollaston, Hollie Jo Renner, Lisa
Bergenske, Cherylynne Cox, Assistant
Coach Eddie Cole, Assistant Coach Tami
Newcomb.
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serieading
In their second year at Rollins the Cheerleading
Squad helped to cheer on the men 's and women 't
basketball teams
ch eri 1
They could be seen at every
men's and women's basketball
game during the 1998-1999
season cheering on the Rollins
College Tars. The team was
coached by Bess Aver and
seemed to bring spirit and
(Left to
Right) Randa Ragab, Hope Getde, ener^ t0 a11 the men
'
s and women
'
s basketball games. There
Carol Mann, Laura Kimbrell, Liz
were eight freshman girls and five guys that made the season
Rollins
successful. The guys got the crowd to lived up their spirits,
while the girls sent out cheers of good luck. Fans were
encouraged to participate in the cheers and dances. Most
basketball fans cheered along with the team. They made the
games more alive and spirited for the season. Laura Kimbrell
and Carol Mann
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Far Left is Carol Mann '02 as she waits
to perform another cheer for the crowd.
Below is (front row) Hope Gerde '02 and
Carol Mann '02, (second row) Mike
Gordon 02, Ben Fogg 02, and Ba Diep
'00, (back row) Shawn Melon '02 and
Luke Piasecki '02 posing for a shot
together before their big performance.
"Sittin' Pretty" Laura
Kimbrell '02 sits atop
Mike Gordon 02, Hope
Gerde '02 stands on
Shawn Melon 02, and
Carol Mann '02 is held
up by Luke Piasecki
'02. The girls had some
help from the guys when
it came to lifts and
jumps.
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swimming
This year marked the fourth year ofswimming as a varsity?
sport. The team is graduating thefirst group offouryear
varsity swimming letter winners in the history ofthe
school. Tlie class of1999 started theprogram, nurtured
the team as it grew, and ended their season . .
.
m ki g wav^es
Front row: Schuyler Buffington, Jorge
Heemsen, Jerome Mellon, Garvin
Laverick, Micah Manning, Greg Seyler,
T.J. Apicella, Greg Goldman, Heath
Boksen. Back row: Tiffany Barnett, Erika
Shoemaker, Monica Reyes, Leah Halsey,
Hope Gerde, Adrienne Forkois, Michelle
Alvarez, Sarah Balke, Christine Forkois,
Ashley Gasi, Kendra Sasser, Anne
Thayer, Emily White, Crystal Grant, Kelly
Casey Rader.
On the women's team, Sarah Balke,
women's captain for three years, led the
way with outstanding senior Christine
Forkois and butterfly specialist Michelle
Alvarez. Sarah and Christine are former
confrence champions and holders of
numerous team records. On the men's
team, seniors Greg Seyler and Micah Manning showed the way, both holding team
records and being confrence finalists every year oftheir career. The teams enjoyed
a great year, ending with a spectacular showing at the National Liberal Arts
Invitational Swimming Championships in Indiana. Twenty Team records were set
with three swimmers reaching NCAA "B" cut standars in four events, the most
ever at Rollins. Greg Goldman made the cut in the 100 freestyle and 100 butterfly,
and men's team captain T.J. Apicella made the cut in the 400 individual medley, as
did freshman Casey Rader for the women's team. Former basketball player Kendra
Sasser won the 1 00 and 200 backstrokes at the invitational. Overall, the women's
team placed second out of ten teams, and the men were fourth out of eleven.
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"The coach can't see me now!"
Leah Halsey '02 takes a jump into
the pool during practice.
Men's records were set in:
50 and 100 freestyle
100 butterfly
100 and 200 backstroke
200 and 400 medley relay
200 and 400 freestyle relay
Women's records were set in:
50, 500, and 1650 freestyle
200 butterfly
100 and 200 backstroke
200 medley relay
200, 400, and 800 freestyle relay
Greg Goldman '01
practices his front
crawl during an
afternoon in the
outdoor pool. Greg
transfered to the team
last year and proved to
be an asset the team
needed.
varsity swimming \qj
CORNELL CAMPUS CENTER
dedic
The opening of the
Cornell Campus Center was a
long awaited eventfor many
members of the Rollins
community
Matt Mitchell '99 (top left) speaks on behalf
of the student body at the Cornell Campus
Center dedication ceremony. He expressed
students' grattitude and excitement about the
new facilities.
Someone (top right) invites members of the
Rollins community to tour through the newly
dedicated Campus Center. After the formal
ceremony, refreshments were provided in the
new Down Under.
Dr. Bornstein and Harriet W. Cornell (right)
prepare to cut the ribbon in front of the new
campus center.
opening celebration The opening of the Cornell Campus Center
was cause for much excitement in the Rollins community. A week-long
celebration was held during which students, faculty, alumni and friends
gathered for food, music, fireworks, and each other's company. Those
who were present at the festivities could already see the Campus Center
achieving is primary goals of serving as the heart of the campus,
bringing everyone together, and building community.
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Members of the Rollins community
stand in the courtyard outside of the
Cornell Campus Center during the
formal dedication ceremony. Many
people gathered to share in this
event.
Bridget Conway '00 and a little
helper play a drum. They were
among the many who participated
in the community drum circle held
as part of the dedication ceremony.
Ashley Ohlman '02, Bessie Newman '02,
Tiffany Scott '01. and Jennifer Costanzo '02
stand in the entrance to the student center.
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WE'VE GOT SPIRIT!
tarpit
Students hoping to spread
school spirit came together to
form the Tar Pit which cheered
on the Tars at several athletic
events
Noel Mack '01 (top left) smiles as she
watches a basketball game. She showed
school spirit and enthusiasm by wearing a
ballon hat. supplied by the Tar Pit.
Evelyn Nicolosi and David Terry '00 (top
right) share a hug at a soccer game. They were
among the many loyal fans who supported the
Tars at home games.
Karla Torres '01. Jessica Torres '00.
Candice Lyons '01. and Angel Chappell '01
(right) cheer on the Tars. Besides being loyal
fans, these girls were the executive members
of the Tar Pit. cheering on the tars The Spirit Club sprung out of Community
Day with the purpose of carrying out students' goals of reviving
tradition and promoting spirit on campus. Throughout various sports
seasons, tarpit members promoted school spirit by cheering at
athletic events and organizing face paintings, raffles, and prize
giveaways. Although the club was fairly new, its members were very
energetic and full of innovative ideas to promote spirit on campus.
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1w
THF TAR
Members of the Tar Pit pose for a
picture during a home game. The
Tar Pit provided encouragement and
cheered on the the athletes.
Jessica Torres '00, Nicole Maggio
'01, Candice Lyons '01, and Angel
Ghappell '01 promote school spirit
before a home basketball game. The
Tar Pit painted blue and gold "R"s
on the faces of fans.
For half time entertainment, the Tar
Pit arranged for the guys from the
O-rena to rally the crowd.
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SECOND ANNUAL ROLLINS SWING NIGHT
swing
Swing band Swingerhead
comes to Rollins January 22nd
to entertain students at the new
Cornell Campus Center
Lara Printz '99 and swing partner (top left)
get into the music and dance to one of
Swingerhead's hit songs.
Tracy Tolpin '01 and partner Guy Savage
'00 (top right) show off their dance moves. "I
felt like I was dancing on air with Guy. It was
a learning experience for everyone," said
Tracy.
Tyson Kuch '01 and Alexa King '99 (right).
"I had a great time. It was a good way for the
school to get together and have fun and they
should hold events like that once a month,"
said Tyson. dancing Swingerhead, a local band, who played downtown at Rat Pack's
on Orange Avenue and also at Club Atlantic in Downtown Disney were
invited by ACE to play at Dave's Down Under on Friday, January 22nd from 8
12am . Swingerhead had the honor of being the first band to play on and
inaugurate the stage. At first, only the talented swingers were out on the
dance floor, but as the night went on, the beginners paired up with more
talented dancers and were out there having fun.
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(Left) Two of the band members
perform a special set while the rest
of the band gets a short break.
(Above) Swingerhead interacts with
students. With jokes and show-
casing of specific talents on top of
the music, the band really
entertained.
(Left) Student Government
President. Matt Mitchell '00 sw ings
with Jill Mitzel '02. Matt polished
his sw inging skills by practicing at
various swing clubs.
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OUT OF THE NORM
Some things on campus are just
not the average everyday thing
you would see.
V
(top left) A flyer-by sees people on Mills lawn
at Community Day and says hello.
Barbaric (top right), sculpted by Michael
Steiner, sits behind Mills building gathering
stares. Some call it art, others call it a heap of
metal. Whatever it is, it will remain a part of
the campus for years to come,
(right) President Rita Bornstein with
students Daniel Blair '01 and Sally Osborne
'99 in the old Beans at the annual pancake flip
during finals.
What could It be? There are many things at Rollins that catch your
eye and make you take another look. Whether it's a barbaric
sculpture, something in the sky, or people just doing strange things,
there always seems to be something going on that is slightly odd.
These things have made their mark and have become part of the
Rollins College life for many students. This is how we know each
other and part of what makes Rollins unique.
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Joanna Ellwood, Sebastian
Gontreras, and Lina Balcom (above)
bust a move at a dance sponsored by
ACE during freshman orientation.
Yes, the faculty can have fun too!
(Left) Chrissy Kadinger '01 and
Azie Ladan '01 race against time
and each other at an arcade during
the RA convention
(Left) Greg Linton '01 and
Bridget Conway '00 challenge
each other in a bubblegum contest.
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THEY LET THEIR HAIR DOWN
lip
Students come together
at the first annual Lip Sync
contest.
It was a hit among the entire
campus.
mouthing words The first annua! Lip Sync contest was a hit with
both the student body and the staff. The Council of Leaders sponsered
this event and offered a monetary award for first place. The event drew
a crowd that filled the Down Under to standing room only. Greeks and
non-Greeks performed an array of songs and amazed the crowd with
their creativity and imaginative ideas for the songs that they chose. The
Lip Sine contest is sure to be an annual event for years to come.
Heath Boksen '02 and Scott McClure '02
(top left) performed with their XV brothers to
"Girls" by the Beastie Boys.
Jessica Niebauer '02 (top right) of Kappa
Kappa Gamma struts her stuff as on of the
Spice Girls at the contest.
Daniel Schuck '02, Rober Ninic '02, and
Michael Simpson '02 of Alpha Tau Omega
dressed as innocent catholic girls to perform
Brittney Spears at the Lip Sync Contest. The
boys won the approval of the audience but
didn't place in the top three.
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Axle Hesse rock climbing in
Ocoee Tennessee
going places with
ro li sout oorcl b
camping, canoeing, river rafting, and rock climbing were all amon<
this year's activites
The Rolins Outdoor Club is
made up of a group of people
who enjoy being one with
nature. As part of R.O.C.,
members organize various
trips throughout the year. This
John Titone
'99, Judith
Kallenberg
'02, and Elaine
Turner '02
enjoying a day
of tubing down
the Rainbow
River.
year's
activities
included
tubing down
the Rainbow
River, camping
on Shell Island, rafting down
the Ocoee River in Tennesse, a
weekend in the Oklawaha
River, rock climbing, and a trip
to the British West Indies during
Spring Break. With all the
succes of this year, R.O.C. looks
forward to another great year.
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Michael Bagozzi, Kathryn Burns, Laura Coleman, Devon Coughlin, Ryan Dcgreen, Victor DelVillar, William
)riggers, Michael Edolo, Andrea Figel, Toure Folkes, Lauren Gabriel, Axle Hesse, Judith Kallenberg, Micah King, Tyson
Cuch, Sonja Mike, Eric Muldowney, Kascia Murray, Melissa Ohanian, Martin Osterer, Lara Printz, Alison Roach, Nicholas
Roberts, Natasha Rossi, Katherine Schulz, Elizabeth Smoak, Robert Steele, Lisa Steinfeld, Leah Statkus, Jonathan Titone,
[racy Tolpin, Megan Torbett, Kristen Tripo, Deborah Turner, Katherine Van Arman, Jeffrey Wile, Jessica Woolard, Jeffrey
Vright.
rollins outdoor club
Lauren Alexander, Liz Ashwell, Jaime Bachetell, Julia Boguslavvski, Monica Bonilla, Allison Boxer, Jenni Brown, Adaii
Butt, Laura Carlin, Lindsey Cernuda, Holly Chinnery, Michelle Ciavattone, Erin Cleveland, Jenny Colinger, Chrissy Coloma, Calli<
Cosentino, Shelby Cosentino, Anne DeArmas, Calla DeGennaro, Thais Feria, Adrienne Forkois, Christine Forkois, Megan Fusco, Hope
Gerde, Cara Ginsberg, Crystal Grant, Devon Gursky, Kristen Haines, Rhonda Hauser, Carrie Haynes, Andrea Henderson, Jill Henderson
Karen Kimmel, Charlotte Kinnicutt, Brooke Koch, Lollie LaBarge, Tamara Langford, Christina LaPaglia, Amy Lathrop, Jenna Lavina
Lvyan Lieberman, Lindsay Longmire, Joslyn Lyons. Laura McClelland, Annie McGrane, Jennifer McNamara, Heather Moody, Jennife:
Newberry, Emelia Muench, Laura Ochs.Tina Reed, Rachel Rice, Liz Rollins, Ramey Wood.
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copy written by
sisterhood in
hi o ega
Keeping the tradition alive! The sisters of Chi Omega shared
friendships and memories of a lifetime. Kristen Haines '01 and Evyan
Lieberman '99
The sisters of Chi Omega ended the
school year with smiles welcoming
their twenty-six new initiates and tears
saying goodbye to their seniors. The
sorority supported many campus
sponsored events such as Halloween
"Involvement Howl ° nd
in the Chi- O
sisterhood has Women's month,
made me feel
a part of
something
special, with
everlasting
friendships ."
Megan Fusco
as well as
participating in
the exciting
activities of Greek
week. Together the sisters completed
over 700 hours of community service
and volunteered at the Orlando
Humane society. Not to be forgotten
were rush workshops, owl pals, and
senior week! Chi-0 crush parties and
formals showed that these girls knew
how to "party like its 1999"!
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copy written by
Jessica Hall '99 and Lauren
Miller '99
fun laughs, good times
kappa delta
"Our constant strive to do our best is what makes Kappa Delta so
powerful"
Kappa Delta had a very successful
year. The sisters participated in
various projects including the
Arnold Palmer Children's Hospital,
the Run for the Children, Habitat
for Humanity, Operation
Christmas "Being a sister
of KD is one of
Child, the the many
reasons why I
Shamrock love Rollins.
We have come
Project, and so far in
reaching our
work with local goals."
- Lauren Miller '00
Girl Scouts
Troops. In addition, Kappa Delta
initiated twenty four intelligent,
thoughtful, and energetic girls into
their chapter. With an expanded
sisterhood, Kappa Delta had
another great year filled with new
memories and multiple
achievements.
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^happell, Christy Climie, Cheryl Coiro, Jackie Costello, Jen Daly, Sara Davda, Mindi Eisnaugle, Brooke Etter, Maruxa Faustmann, Christync
r
erris, Kara Flanagan, Maren Foster, Gwen Gidzinski, Kelly Grant, Jessica Hall, Chrissy Harper, Ashley Hay, Cliristi Heflingcr, Athena
foffman, Kathleen Hughes, Aimee Hulbert, KellyJohnson, Rebecca Johnson, Laura Kimbrell, Elisha Koota, Christiana Lavernture, Candice
Jyons, Nicole Maggio, Carol Mann, Remi Matsumoto, Allison McClow, Lauren Miller, Jennifer Mount, Nicole Murphy, Krifka Myler, Sally
)sborne, Ali Ouhrabka, Patience Peebles, Jessica Pohl, Christy Raettig, Amanda Schulman, Amanda Shaw, Tamara Shaw, Nicole Sheusi,
^anie Simonello, Charissa Smith, Kathleen Smoak, Liz Sparacino, Paige Sprankle, Kris Stripling, Jennifer Szwez, Katharine Thompson,
ennifer Trafton, Kate Truman, Mandy Vick, Nadinc \Vhite-Da\ is, Ellen Williams, Kirsten Wise.
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April Hendrickson '99 and Audrey
Cunningham '00 enjoy wine casting
copy written by
crazy times for
n nco pism nti
the girls of NCAA had a productive year with involvement in campus
activites and community service projects
Non Compis Mentis had a busy
year with involvement in both
campus and community activites.
Several of these included and eating
disorder program, and programs
on "Binge Drinking and Drugs"
and "Party . . .
Drink . . . Sex . .
.
Rape". NCAA
also participated
Noel Mack
'01, Shawna
Storozuk 00,
and Sarah
Balke '99
enjoying an
ice cream
break during
in the 'Take Back Greek Week.
the Night"
march, and helped sponsor the
World Hunger Concert. NCM also
gained several leadership positions
on campus with members being
elected President and Vice President
of RHA, Secretary/Tresurer of the
Junior Panhellenic Council, and
Community Service Chair.
124 greeks winter
atermellon eating
niCm h)CFS Kate Acton, Bianca Alaimo, Jennie Alpert, Sarah Balke, Brooke Bonhoff, Courtney Catullo, Amy Chrans,
Mignon Conway, Audrey Cunningham, Jennifer Depastas, Sierra Domaillc, Susan Goldberg, Heather Griner, Susan Grantham,
Petra Hagenah, Elizabeth Haycock, April Hendrickson, Jen Jordan, Chrissy Kadinger, Emily Ketncr, Carol Leong, Lauren
Levin, Marjorie Lord, Katie Low, Georgina Lyon, Noel Mack, Anne Mastropietro, Tasha Matheson, De De Provcnsano, Alison
Roddy, Liz Rubini, Kristan Sanchez, Carolyn Smith, Liz Smoak, Maureen Stachowski, Leah Statkus, Shawna Storozuk, Kristina
Tobin, Julie Uhlendorf, Deah Westfall, Karen Wynne, Veronia Witol, Sam Haber, Joanna Ramiero, Liz Spano, Casey Rader,
Michelle Gamber, Gabi Light, Tamika Gainer.
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Luna Anico, Lindsey Averill, Jennifer Barczak, Myrna Caban, Stacey Coffman, Jodi Coleman, Lindsey
Copp, Emily Gill, Raejeana Gilmore, Jon Goss, Chad Harris, Sascha Heller, Sean Johnson, Emily Jorgensen, Alicia McGoogan,
Sally Osborne, LeLaina Romero, Tiffany Scott, Abood Shebib, David Terry, Sarah Trask, Koldo Uriona-Isla.
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challenging traditions
p n h rst
We challenge our traditions because we believe truth without
questioning is false.
LeLaina Romero 00 and David Terry 00
Pinehurst strives to encourage individuality
and diversity acceptance to both its
members and the Rollins community. As
in-house members of Pinehurst, individuals
must come up with various programs
throughout the semester. One of this year's
programs was the ever popular Fashion
Show organized bySally
Osbourne '99
and Koldo
Uriona-lsle
'01 pose for a
picture at the
annual
"Dressed to
Get Laid"
Party.
freshman Sascha
Heller Other
Pinehurst activities
included the "Dress to
Get Laid" Party,
involvement in the Halloween Howl,
participation in the ROC wars, disablity
awareness programs, and meetings.
Through their involvement in campus
activities, members of Pinehurst encourage
the Rollins community to have an open
mind in challenging old views and
traditions, and in accepting individuality
and diversity.
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All Campus s is involved in bringing
to campus and coordinating
various campus activities. ACE started off
the year by coordinating activities for the
Freshman orientation. These included
bringing a comedian and a hypnotist to
campus. ACE also sponsored a concert
series on Mills
Lawn featuring
local talent and a
guest DJ from a
local radio station.
The girls of Kappa
Delta were a big
help in making the
Cowboy Mouth
concert a successful
event They made
sure that everything
ran smoothly.
They also coordinated a concert featuring
Cowboy Mouth and Von'ra.
Sally Osborne '99 working the ticket booth for
the Cowboy Mouth concert held in the field
house.
making things happen
a e
all campus events
Keisha Flanigan '01 helped out at
the concert by selling souveniers.
Todd Kubicki '02 takes tickets
the door.
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representing countries
m n
model united nations
Megan Bennet '01, Jill Maetzokl
'02, and Jennifer Trafton '01 inside
the UN headquarters.
aryn Hein '02. Danielle
)ciuba '01, and Glenn Fleming
I sitting inside the headquarters
the United Nations.
The purpose of Model United Nations is to
allow students to get a feel of what it is like
to represent countries of the United Nations
in debates and confrences. One of the
activities MUN participated in was the
National Model United Nations Confrence
held in New York. Members from the Rollins
Members of
Model United
Nations stand
outide the UN
headquarters in
front of the
country flags of
the world.
team joined up with
Canadian
counterparts to
represent the
country of Mali. The
confrence allowed the students to learn
about the United Nations.
Model United Nations members Caryn Hein
'02 (far left) and Megan Bennet '01 (far right),
pose for a picture with two Canadian counterparts.
The MUN team from Rollins represented the
country of Mali at the confrence held in New
York.
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130 underclass
Say Cheese! 1. Lauren
Levin '01, Leah Statkus '02, and
Chrissy Kadinger '01 2. Paul
Smerge '00 3. Noelle Belleville
'00 and Daniel Blair '01 4. Kelly
Cutler '00 5. Eric Godoy '02 6.
Brook Golubiak '02, Lara May '02
and Devon Gursky '02 7. Camila
Romulo '02 8Julia Boguslawski
'01 and the guys 9. Jessica
Woolard '01
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Maria Abello
Daniella Accardi
Maria Afanador
Solimar Afanador
Amy Ahrens
Jennie Alpert
Anthony Andretta
Colleen Arcand
Michael Bagozzi
Sarah Baierl
Breanne Barnard
Trishaa Beharie
Stefani Bertino
Daniel Blair
Erin Bonner
Jacob Bourque
Jennie Brooks
Jennifer Brown
London Butterfield
Laura Carlin
Briana Bunn
Alejandro Carrasquel
Ryan Carroll
Vaness a Chan
132 underclass
class
Angelic Chappell
Jennifer Clarkson
Kelly Clayton
Stacey Coffman
Christine Conte
Mignon Conway
Callie Cosentino
Jennifer Costanzo
Kelly Cutler
Lesliemarie Davies
Miguel De Arcos
Lori Dennis
Sara Deon
Jennifer Depastas
Bulent Dincer
Melinda Eisnaugle
Kathleen Endler
Brooke Etter
Maruxa P austmann
Laura Ferguson
Andrea Figel
Glenn Fleming, Jr.
Adrienne Forkois
Melissa Fox
underclass 133
class
Andrea Fredenic
Megan Fusco
Xiomara Galdon
Michelle Gamber
Morgan Gaskin
Hope Gerde
Brian Ginkel
Corey Gasgow
Samantha Gogarty
Goldman Gregory
Lesley Gondeck
Crystal Grant
Lauren Griffith
Alexandra Grue
Chad Harris
Kvla Harris
Jennifer Hartman
Caryn Hein
Sascha Heller
Mary Helmick
Kristin Heron
Elizabeth Hopkins
Chelsea Howe
Elizabeth Hunter
134 underclass
class
Matthew Jasiczek
Gregory Johnson
Kelly Johnson
Rebecca Johnson
Maggie Jones
Jennifer Jordan
Kristin Joyner
Chrissy Kadinger
Judith Kcllcnberg
Elina Kassianides
Emily Ketner
Laura Kimbrell
Adam Klitzner
Danielle Kociuba
Eva Kotylak
Kevin Kroll
underclass 135
136 underclass
What's up? 1. Kate Low '01,
Liz Sharpe '01 and Chrissy
Kadinger '01 2. Amanda Godwin
'00 3. Chris Howe '01 4. Marc
Bianchi '00 5. Duong Ho '01 6.
Athena Hoffman '00 and Kate
Truman '01 7. Josh Wilbur '02 8.
Colleen Ice '01 9. Nicole Sheusi
'00 and Chris Doherty '00
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Claire Lewis
Gregory Linton
Adrian Lopez
Katie Low
Derek Luyten
Candice Lyons
Matilda Madden
Jill Maetzold
Craig Malatesta
Waheeda Manji
Carol Mann
Nicholas Maratta
Lara May
Laura McClelland
Shawn Mellon
Marisa Meyer
Maureen Milch
Craig Miles
Larissa Miller
Emily Milligan
William Moore
Jennifer Mount
Krifka Myler
Douglas Namatie
138 underclass
class
Lani Narcus
Stephannie Neuman
Bessie Newman
Tarniesha Nichols
Daniel Nicholson
Jessica Niebauer
Maria Noboa
Andy Norden
Dave Nowak
Ayse Numan
David O'Brien
Sean O'Leary
Jaime Oelke
Ashley Ohlman
Patience Peebles
Sonia Perez
Michele Pliner
Joanna Ramirez
Natasha Ramnauth
Lee Reese
Caroline Rich
David Rivera
Elizabeth Rollins
Camila Romulo
underclass 139
iass
Daniel Roquette
Elizabeth Rubini
Anna Ruthberg
Delane Sandreschi
Amanda Sass
Beth Savitsky
Erika Scargill
Alexander Sehnaovi
Bridgid Shannon
Tamara Shaw
Erika Shoemaker
Elyssa Slater
Charissa Smith
Melissa Smith
Marel Sosa
Elizabeth Sparacino
Amanda Staab
Lisa Steinfeld
Rowlanda Stephanos
Kristina Stripling
Lisa Stronski
Randall Tackett
Gara Taylor
Elizabeth Thiele
140 underclass
class
Stephanie Thomas
Megan Torbett
Jessica Torres
Karla Torres
Alice Trahant
Ameigh Verderosa
Allison Wapner
Andre Wayand
Brian Wegener
Damon Welch
Hilary Wheeler-Smith
VJ Wilber
Josh Wilbur
Kristin Wiswall
Brent Woolfork
Nikki Zervoudis
underclass 141
142 underclass
Look out world! l.ATO
brothers Z. Julia Boguslawski '01
and Erin Mault '00 3. Garvin
Laverick '01 4. Katie McCarthy
'99, Betsy Tucker '00, Kate
Conroy '00, and Bea 5. Candy
Marker '01 6. NCM bowling trip
7. Casey Carrol 1 '00 8. Jeff Wile
'01 9. Gibby Purdom'01, Kendra
Sasser '01, Melissa Gutowicz '00
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pring fever. After
recoving from any
number of the various colds
that went around, the bright
clear sky days beckoned us
again. The urge to be
outside usually came on
strongest while sitting in
class, so spring break came
not a moment too soon.
After returning from break
time flew by in the rush of
classes ending and
graduation pressing near.
The school year starts
winding down, but the
fast pace of life moves on
uninhibited. Cool weather
drifts away and thoughts
turn toward the
approaching summer.
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AWEEKOFFUN
span
Students look forward to spring
break because it allows them to
get away for the week and have
some fun with friends.
JeffTabatabi '01 (top left) enjoying his spring
break in Key West.
Petra Hagenah '00 ( top right) takes time out
from partying to pose for a picture.
Xikki Zervoudis '01. Lynzie Saurs '01. and
Annete Campagna '99 (right) enjoying their
spring break. The girls spent their time
relaxing on the island of Trinidad.
break time Students looked forward to spring break, a week
of fun and relaxation, for a chance to escape the stress of the
spring semester. Several destinations for spring breakers
included Miami, Key West, the Bahamas, and even Trinidad.
Regardless of how they spent their spring break, students
enjoyed their time off from classes. Yet even after a week off,
students began looking forward to their next break.
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THE MUCH ANTICIPATED
fox
To much surprise to students and
faculty, Fox Day came on a
Tuesday. Regardless of the day,
everyone was greatfulfor a day
off-
4r yi . 7
a day off Following much anticipation and guessing, Fox
Day surprised everyone by falling on a Tuesday. After
hearing the great news in the early morning, many
students headed out to Cocoa Beach for a day of fun in the
sun. The traditional picnic on Mills Lawn brought the day to
a close. Regardless of how people spent their day, Fox Day
provided a much needed break for everyone.
Robbie Barton '99 (top left) poses for a picture at
the beach. He was among many students who
chose to spend the day soaking in the rays.
Jessica Wollaston '99 and Liz Ashwell '99 (top
right) are all smiles. The girls enjoyed their final
Fox Day on the beach among friends.
Stephanie Wolfe 01, Chrissy Oehmann '01,
Solimar Afanador 01, Brian Wegener 02, Maria
Afanador 01, Candy Marker 01. and Danielle
Greene '01 (left) gather around the fox for a group
picture.
fox day 149
SPRING
leadership
The two day retreat focused on
topics such as stereotypes,
diversity, the council of leaders,
and the Seven Habits of Highly
Effective People
Julia Boguslawski '01 (top left) discusses the
plans for SGAs Council of Leaders with the
rest of the group at one of the many sessions
of the day.
Lauren Miller '00 (top right) gets a big
surprise on the high wire from the ropes course
instructors.
Mike Bagozzi '02 and Bridget Conway '00
(right) work their way up the giant ladder
together. Team work, a key attribute to
success, was stressed at many of the sessions
throughout the leadership retreat.
taking charge The spring leadership retreat was coordinated by
Bridget Conway with help from the Office of Student Activites and
planning comittee members. The two day retreat was held at
YMCA camp WeWa. Activites included educational sessions, a
guided visualization, high and low ropes courses, and a
marshmellow roast. The retreat was a huge success and will
become a permanent part of Leadership Development Programs.
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After a challenging da\ on the ropes,
the group gathers for a farewell
photo. Everyone left the retreat
feeling good about what they had
accomplished.
Rolland Wellington '01. Alexa
King '99. and Sascha Heller '02
read over their retreat information
packers.
Greg Linton'01 celebrates having
mastered his fear of heights by letting
out a shout ofjoy on the ropes course.
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SGA PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT
We are exicted to announce the
newly elected SGA president
Julia Boguslawski and vice-
president Greg Linton
Greg Linton '01 (top left) speaks to his
audience after having been inaugurated as the
1999-2000 Student Government Association
vice-president.
Julia Boguslawski '01 (top right) is elected
to be the new SGA president. Prior to Julia's
election, it has been seven years since a female
served as the SGA president.
Julia Boguslawski '01 (right) raises her right
hand as she swears into office as the 1999-2000
SGA president.
KPM|
n
taking office "Did you vote online?" was the most frequently
asked question during the SGA president and vice-president
elections due to the new process of computer voting. The
newly elected president Julia Boguslawski and vice president
Greg Linton were inaugurated in April and quickly began
selecting their new executive committee. We look forward to a
great administration.
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This year's SGA president Matt
Mitchell '00 and next year's president
Julia Boguslawski '01 embrace.
The 1998-1999 Student
Government Association Executive
Committee comes together for a
final picture. The Committee had a
v ery successful and productive year.
Kit Gray '99 swears in Greg
Linton '01 as the new vice-
president of SGA.
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women's tennis
Another solid season for the Women's
Tennis team and placed 2nd
in the NCAA finals.
se vi g a es
The Tars enjoyed another
* solid season as they
i finished with a 198
overall record and
claimed the tournament
title at the Xenia
Anastasiadou
Front
Row (L to R) Rebecca Spears,
Kristen Haines, Camilla Romulo
Jenna Lavina; Back Row ( L toR)
Head Coach Beverly Buckley,
Monica Bonilla, Evyan
Lieberman, Amy Will, Kristen
Kelly, Windy Dees. S a b r i n a
Maharaj, Assistant Coach
Claudette Laliberte
Tournament. The team also finished second at the
Sunshine State Conference Championships. They are
currently ranked 6th in NCAA Division II and reached
the finals of the NCAA South Regional before
dropping a tough 5-4 decision to Barry University.
Seniors Monica Bonilla and Wendy Dees earned
AII-SSC recognition. Other standouts during the
season included newcomer Jessica Niebauerand
senior Sabrina Maharaj Dean Hybl
Scoreboard
Opponent
Florida Southern
Tampa
U. North Florida
St. Leo
Flagler
Lynn
Barry
Eckerd
Francis Marion
U. Louisville
Tenn-Martin
American Univ
Colgate
Hawaii
Cincinnati
West Florida
Valdosta State
North Florida
Cal-State-LA
N. Colorado
UC-Davis
Tampa
Barry
Lynn
Flagler
Clayton St
Barry
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women's varsity tennis 155
men's tennis
Although the Tennis team was plauged with
injuries during the year, they
finished fourth in the Conference.
se ving h a
Injuries were a major
factor for the Tars as they
struggled through the
Spring season. The
team finished fourth in
the SSC Championships
and lost to the
Front Row
,
. . n D Armstrong Atlantic in the finals of the NCAA(left to right) Grant Rowe, Evan
Forrest. Evan iskowitsh, and Ted
Regiona |s Numbe r one player Matt Porter, who
McGrath; Back Row (left to right)
Andy starbuck, Craig Lidner. Matt m jssed the Fall due to injury, recovered to have a
Porter, Tim Videnka, John
Forszpaniak. e.j. DeSota, and Head tremendous season and earned AII-SSC honors.
Coach Jim Poling
Ted McGraph '99 returns a serv
to start a volley during a match.
Team Record
9-16
Senior Tim Videnka was a solid number two player
and also earned all-conference recognition. Grant
Rowe, John Forszpaniak, and Craig Under
enjoyed solid seasons when not hampered by
injuries Dean Hybl
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men's varsity tennis 157
women's rowing
The Rowing team showed strength as
they pushed themselves to the
limits to improve their
times in races.
p rf ct r yt m
women s varsity row ing
Assistant Coach S. Arthur-Wong,
Nora Beyrent, Brooke Bunte, Eve
Kotylak, Lauren Foglia, Amanda
Frazier, Heather Jeffco, Deidre
Nealon, Lesley Gondeck, Sonia
Perez, Kelly Clayton, Elyssa Slater,
Jennie Brown, Erin Heximer,
Michele Pliner, Shayne Rowan, Erin
Burns (Cox), and Tabitha Campbell
(Cox)
The strenth of the rowing
team was in the 4+. They
posted a strong victory in
that event. The women's
junior varsity four+ of
Brooke Bunte, Deirde
Nealon, Erin Heximer,
Deborah Levy and Nora Beyrent finished six seconds
ahead of the second place Tennessee and 11 seconds
ahead of theird place Florida Tech at teh SIRA
Championships. At the Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia
the women's 4+ finished fourth in their semifianl heat.
The team had three seniors that made great captions
for the women's team Tamitha Campbell, Lauren
Foglia, and Deirdre Nealon all helped to keep the teams
energy focused on winning. Dean Hybl
158 sports spri
(left) Two of the Rowing team
members secure a paddle for the wall
of sports during the banquet.
(below) The Women's team
practices their timing and rhythm on
the lake behind Rollins.
The Mens Rowing
team lead by Adam
Albrecht (cox) '01
practice their rhythem
and skill as the sun
rises over the lake.
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men's rowing
The men's Varsity Rowing team showed a strength
to win this season by placing in the top five at their
big events.
p 11 ng w t r
The men's varsity
Rowing team showed a
good amount of
strength this season.
They posted some
strong victories in their
4+ events The men's
varsity four+ of Adam Albrecht, Liam Casey, Jeff
Westover, Gavin Frase, and Tim Stapleton claimed
victories in four consecutive races at one point in
the season and claimed first place at the SIRA
Championships. At the Dad Vail Regatta in
Philadelphia the men's four+ team finished fourth
in their semifinal heat. The team had only one
senior this year, therefore they will be able to come
back strong next year. Dean Hybl
Assistant
Coach A. McGinnis, Assistant Coach
D. Kempinger, Head Coach Sean
Pistor, Timothy Stapleton, Jeff
Westover, M. Witte, Edward
Kelentchouk, Gavin Frase, Dan
Scala, Michael Jones, Liam Casey,
Michael Bailey, Tony Spencer,
Adam Albrecht (Cox), and Natalie
King (Cox)
160 sports
sailing
The Sailing team's hard work paid off this
season when they received a bid to
the District Championships.
r U2h waters
The Tars earned a spot in the
District Championships with
a Strong third place showing
in the final points regatta of
the season. The team could
be found on the lake behind
Rollins many afternoons.
They were out there no matter the weather, well
unless there was not any wind to lift their sails. Each
person worked hard to help each other be the best
that they could be. The team of Cyrus Bent and Liz
Ashwell placed first in the A Division. In the District
Championships, Rollins finished fifth overall, but
placed ahead of three of the four teams from the
North Region to display the tremendous strength
of the south. Dean Hybl
u Left to Right: Head
Coach Will Glenn, Sasha Nordback,
Liz Ashwell, Kelly Cutler, Laura
Coleman, Margriet Johansen, Katie
Low, Andy Snow, ( ivrus Bent
varsity sailing J^J
SPORTS BANQUET WHERE THERE IS
blue&
The athletes ofRollins College
came together once again
for the annual Sports Awards
Banquet.
Jessica Wollaston '99 (top left) was choosen as
the senior athlete to speak to the group about what
a college carrer with sports did for her.
Coach Glenn Wilkes Jr. (top right) spoke of his team
and how much the coaching aspect meant to him
when he won the Coach of the Year Award.
Thea Robinson (right) presents an award to
Carolyn Smith '00 for her outstanding performance
with the Volleyball team.
awards night Every athlete works hard each day that they have
practice. They work for a common goal, and that is success within the
team. The Blue & Gold Banquet happens each spring with each team
coming and enjoying memories of the season. They await the
anticipation of awards that are presented. Each team has their own
awards, and then there are awards that are given out by choice of the
department to individuals that stand out.
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women's golf
The Women's golf team was offand running this
fall. They struggled a bit in mid-season, but
finished strong.
m ki g b rd es
Coach Maria Weeks
Earning a bid to the NCAA
Division ll/lll Championships,
the Tars finished third of 10
teams at the national
championships. Sophomore
Concentration is the key. Karei
Karen Calvesbert led the Gaivesbert '02 putts for birdie at
tournament in the Dominica
Republic. Karen led the way on th
Tars throughout the Season team and kept them going througl
the ups and downs.
Front Row ancj finished in 12th position at the NCAA Championships.
(left to right) Jen Jordan, Jen Smith,
Karen Calvesbert, Sarah will; Back Calvesbert also earned medalist honors at the Sunshine State
Row (left to right) Dominique
Deiaut, Lena Mathies Allison Conference Championships and was co-Player of the Year
McClow, Chrissy Kadinger, and
Coach Maria Weeks
in the SSC. The team fired a tournament low score of 298 on
the final day to finish second at the SSC Championships and
secure a spot in the national tournament. In addition to
Calvesbert, Lena Mathies, Allison McClow, and Jen Smith
also finished in the Top 20. The Tars lone tournament win of
the season was at the Lady Catamount Intercollegiate with
McClow winning the tournament. Dean Hybl
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(top) Jeff Walker '01 watches his
chip shot into the green.
(middle) Stefano Maio '02 holds
his follow-through on his drive.
(above) Carter Lamberson '99
studies his putt for birdie.
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men's golf
The Men 's Golfteam were a dominating force at
times during the season,
and finished the season consistant.
si ki g putl s
Rob Oppenheim '02 sets up for his
rive off the tee.
At times during the 1998-
1999 season the Tars were a
dominating squad as they
won four tournaments while
placing in the top five in three
others. However, at other
times during the season they
I ! Top Row: (1 to r)
struggled with consistency. They finished 9th at the NCAA „ . „ ' ' . „
' ' Head Coach rloyd kcrr. Rob
Regionals to miss the NCAA Championships for the second
straight season. Rob Oppenheim and Jeff Walker each
Oppenheim, Michael Depranos,
Carter Lamberson, Jeff Walker,
William Leasman, Rob Desevo;
Front Row: (1 to r) Paul Schick,
claimed medalist honors in a tournament with Carter Mario Coeiho, Stefano Maio, Sazan
Bardha, Mike Occhionero.
Lamberson placing in the top 10 in five tournaments. All
provided solid performances throughout the season and
earned AII-SSC honors. Oppenheim was also recognized
as the SSC "Freshman of the Year." Dean Hybl
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.vomen's softball
The Women's Softball team struggled at the start of
the season, but came on strong to finish in
the top five in the state.
Coach Jennifer Mitchell
th ow ng curves
After struggling early in the
campaign, the softball team
rallied to finish fourth in the
Sunshine State Conference by
s varsity softball Front
Row (left to right) Lynn Ross,
Nadine WhiteDavis, Jody Horton,
Laura Bonafacio, Melissa Brantz,
Hagen Hastings, and Melissa
Barney; Back Row (left to right)
Head Coach Jennifer Mitchell,
Crystal Ritchey, Kirsten Wise, Leigh
Ferguson, Miranda Watford, Paige
Krul, Leylan Kimball, Amy Fox, and
Assistant Coach Becky Norris
winning 17 of their final 25
Paige Krul '99 throws one home
games. It marked the third after a ?eat stop - Pai§e wai ar
outstanding asset to the lar:
defense.
straight season in which the
team has placed in e top four in the leadue standings.
Included in the season was a dramatic victory over nationally
ranked Barry University as well as vicories over nationallyu
ranked Florida SOuther and North Florida. Seniors Nadine
White Davis, Paige Krul, Leylan Kimball and Jody Horton
all enjoyed solid final seasons with the Tars. Freshman
pitchers Kirsten Wise and Hagen Hastings made an
immediate impact for the squad as did catcher/outfielder
Crystal Ritchey. Dean Hybl
Team Record
21-28
14-14 SSC
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(top) Lynn Ross '02 pitches to her
opponent during a game.
(middle) Jody Horton '99 makes a
great stop to help the Tars get
another out.
(above) Throwing heat! Kirsten
Wise '02 gives her opponent
something to swing at.
women's varsity Softball 169
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mens baseball
The Baseball team had a great start to
their season, struggled some in
mid-season, but finished out strong.
ri g r ns
Waiting and watching for the right
pitch is Mark O'SulIivan '01.
Team Record
27-26
6-15 SSC
The Tars started the season bs
strong with a 23-13 start and a
national ranking that reached
as high as 15th. However, after
winning four of their first six
Sunshine State Conference
games, the team struggled in
league play before finishing with two wins against Florida Tech in
the final week of the season. The season included several
outstanding individual performances. Senior A.J. Brack pitched a
no-hitter against Madonna and had 15 strikeouts. Juniors Justin
Sherrod, Chris Doherty and David Bean set new individual school
records. Sherrod broke the career home run record with he hit his
35th career homer against Saint Leo and Doherty tied the pitching
record of most games started in a season with 18. Bean set two
new records as he made 30 pitching appearances and averaged
men's varsity baseball Front
Row (left to right): Brent Haworth.
Rob Sitz, Justin Sherrod, Ryan Park,
Curtis Reese, Andrew Jensen.
Steven Castino, John LoBello,
David Taylor, Mark O'SulIivan,
Aaron Carper. Student Assistant
Coach Eric Strauss; Back Row (1 to
r): Peter Fitzgerald. ( lody NeSmith,
A.J. Brack. David Bean. Kevin
Davidson, Miguel deArcos, Mike
Bridges. Brad Vaughn, Bobby-
Williams, Paul Jones, Pung Jeffers
12.04 strikeouts per nine innings. Dean Hybl
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waterski
The waterski team continued
to show incredible talent as they placed
fifth in teh Collegiate National Championships.
They stunned their audience with high soaring
jumps and ...
amazing, tricks
Under the guidance of head
coach Marc Bedsole, the
Rollins College water ski
team placed in the tip five at
the Collegiate National
Championships for the fifth
straight year with a solid fifth
place team finish. The Tars were the highest non-Divisionski Left (clockwise):
Benny Lohr, Head Coach Marc
Bedsole, Susan Lohr; Middle (i to finisher. Leading the way for the Tars was the brother-sister
r): Holly Chinnery, Kara Wilbur;
Right (clockwise): Jeff Pohlig,
Robert Barton, Krista Hobizal, Sierra
Domaille and Jennifer Tomas-
Sassone
tandem of senior Benny Lohr and freshman Susie Lohr.
Benny earned All-America honors for the fourth straight year
by placing fourth overall in the men's competition. Susie also
earned All-America honors as she placed first in tricks and
jump. The Tars also received a strong performance from Holly
Chinnery, who placed 15th in tricks with a personal best score
of 1,540. Dean Hybl
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(left) Up and over! Benny Lohr
jumps over a wave during a practice
run.
(below) The waterski team waits for
their awards during the Sports
Banquet.
Tournaments
Eckerd College
UCF
Florida Southern
Collegiate Nationals
Rollins College
Eckerd College
Rollins ( College
UCF
;orida State University
Look Mom one hand!
Susie Lohr '02
practices her tricks
during practice one
day. Susie was a big
part in the teams
success this season.
varsity waterski J73
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women's soccer
In their second season os a varisity sport at
Rollins College the women's team
proved that they had the skill and the
determination to win.
perfect k cks
Taking stride. Jody Horton '99
pushes the ball up field looking to
score.
Team Record
10-8
2-3 SSG
The Tars finished their
second varsity season
with a 10-8 overall
record and ranked ninth
in the South Region. The
season included
impressive vicotries over
Lenoir Rhyne, Tampa and Mars Hill. The team also Front
Row (left to right): Shay Wilber, Laveta
showed solid performances in losses to nationally Stewatt, Lollie LaBarge, Laura
McCelland. Michelle Gamber, Pctra
ranked Lynn and Barry. Senior Jody Horton and
freshman Shay Wilber were honored as second
team AII-SSC selections while sophomore Laura
Carlin was an honorable mention pick. Other
standouts included goalie Anna Ruthberg and
midfielders Alicia Milyak and Katie Robison.
Dean Hybl
Hagenah: Middle Row (1 to r): Heat
Coach Keith Buckley, Assistant Ttainer
Andrea Harrison. Laura Carlin. Trisha
Beharie, Susie Lohr, Catherine Taylor.
Bianca Alaimo, Jody Horton, Amy
Chrans, Assistant Coach Annette
Magdaleno, Assistant Coach Tim Geltz;
Back Row (1 to r): Jen Newberry, Katie
Robison, Maria Mullen. Catalina Muriel,
Emily Norton, Anna Ruthberg, Calla
Bcgcnnaro, Sarah Barrett, ALicia
Milyak, Assistant Coach Lyndsey
Litchfield
women's varsity soccer J 75
men's soccer
The Men's Soccer team struggled in the middle of
their season, but finished in victory.
sc ri Is
Victories in their final five
games, including three
straight domination
Sunshine State Conference
victories, allowed the Tars
On the Run! Michael Edolo '0
to finish the 1998 season looks to pass the ball ,
to anothe
>occer Front Row
(left to right) Ewan Welsh, Michael
Edolo, Mike Lohin, Peter Hitchen;
Second Row (L to R) Peter
Thornqvist, Tony Amato, Evan
Forrest, Charles Demers, Michael
Vinci, Jason Tisdell, Chris Forrest;
Third Row (L to R) Head Coach
Keith Buckley, Mike Simpson,
Robert Ninic, Sean O'Leary, Sean
Reed, Daniel Schuck, Ausin
Pumneo, Brad Levine, Sergei Bevz,
Assistant Trainer Andrea Harrison;
Back Row (L to R) Darren Skinner,
Tyler Leban, Daniel Cornide, Peter
Blomquist, Ian Eule, Jamie Miller,
Evan Schube, and Paul Farrell
with an outstanding 13-5
season record. In their final three games, the Tars
defeated Saint Leo 2-1 then shut out Florida Southern and
Eckerd. Junior Peter Hitchen scored a goal in each of
the final three games and was honored as a second
team all-SSC selection. Tony Amato led the team in
scoring while Sean Reed was the second leading scorer
on the team. Both players were honorable mention all-
SSC choices Dean Hybl
teammate in hopes of a scorina
opportunity.
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The Jewish Student League is comprised
Jewish and non Jewish students
and faculty. The aim of the club is to bring
Jewish awareness to campus and to
educate students. Several activities which
JSL was involved in included a Brunch
Nosh, Sweetheart of Shabbat, dinner and
a movie, rock
climbing,
Chocolate Sedar,
and general
meetings. JSL also
helped organize a party in the Down
Under for the new Jewish Studies minor.
Members of JSL
and faculty
celebrate the
approval of a
Jewish Studies
minor in the
Down Under.
Members of the Jewish Student League enjoy a
night out for dinner and a movie. The group is
seen here at the restaurant Rudy Tuesdays.
promoting awareness
j i
jewish student league
Students from L CF and Rollins
unite for Sweetheart of Shabbat.
The group held the event at the
Alumni House, and everyone had a
great night.
Andrea Figel '01. Tracy Tolpii
'00. Joslyn Lyons '02 and Dan:
Polan '01 enjoy brunch Nosh wit
JSL.
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Voices for Women strives to reach out to
voices for
wo en
speaking out for women everywhere
Raejeana Gilmore '00, speaks her
mind at a Voices for Women meeting.
Myrna Caban '99 reads from a
book at one of the Voices for Women
A meetings.
Rollins and the Winter Park community in
hopes of educating people on issues
concerning and affecting women.
Activities included domestic violence
awareness month, a women's health
lunch, a silence witness display, movie
and discussion
Students holding
candles walk in
procession around
Rollins and
Winter Park for
the annual "Take
Back the Night"
event.
nights, a breast
cancer awareness
program, and
involvement in
women's history month. Voices also
sponsored Take Back the Night.
Melanie Preston '99 speaks out adamantly at a
Voices meeting while other members look on and
listen intently.
jsl and voices for women 179
Five new faces joined three veterans in
the publishing unit to work on the 1998-
1999 Tomokan. After hearing news that
last year's Tomokan had won an award
from the American Scholastic Press
Association, the staff had a lot to live up
to. The newcomers were shown the
copy written by
capturing memories
tomo an
Putting together a year's worth of unforgettable moments
ropes of the trade,
from mastering
pagemaker to
dealing with
deadlines.
Emily Mann '02
works hard
labeling pictures
for the
underclassmen's
pages.
Everyoneon the staff worked hard toward
the ultimate goal of capturing memories.
(back) Maria Afanador, Nikki
Zervoudis, Bessie Newman, Solimar Afanador,
(front) Lisa Steinfeld, Chrissy Kadinger, Ashley
Ohlman, Emily Mann
Solimar Afanador '01 crops a |j
picture to be included in one of the
spreads.
Chrissy Kadinger '01 brainstorms
for possible pages to include in the
Tomokan.
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copy written by
helping hands
ne man cl b
Sharing God's love with others
Newman club president Jennifer
Mount '01. lights a candle held by
a freshman at orientation.
Knowles Memorial Chapel, the site
of Sunday evening mass and
Newman club meetings.
On Sunday nights, you would probably find
the members of the Newman club inside
Knowles Memorial Chapel. The Newman
club met Sunday evenings after mass to
discuss upcoming events and new ideas.
Members participated in Habitatfor Humanity
programs and the American Cancer Society's
Relay for Life, held
Members of the
Newman Club
gather for a group
movie nights and
picture inside the ,. ,F
TT , discussions, and
Knowles
Memorial Chapel .
, , ,
aided hurricane
victims in the
Dominican Republic. They also held activities
with Newman clubs from nearby colleges.
Jennifer McCluan, Alicia
McGoogan, Luisa Valdes, Laveta Stewart,
Elizabeth Thiele (pictured above), Greg Babcock,
Pedro Bernal, Joan Davison, Glenn Fleming,
Danielle Kociuba, Jennifer Mount, Stephanie
Thomas.
tomokan & newman club 181
AWARDING OUTSTANDING
leader
"Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful committed citizens
can change the world: indeed
it's the only thing that ever has."
-Margaret Meed
Sebastian Contreras and Sascha Heller '02
(top left). Sascha was presented with the
Outstanding Freshman Leadership award.
Lina Balcom and Martha Lewis '99 (top
right). Martha earned the Unsung Leader
award for her involvement in Halloween Howl.
Lauren Miller '00 (right) represents Kappa
Delta at the banquet. Her sorrority was
awarded with the Outstanding Student
Organization Award, and with the Public
Service Award in recognition of an
organization. F
recognition The Student Leadership Awards Banquet was held in
honor of the outstanding leadership shown by students and
organizations throughout campus. The evening began with a
desert reception which was followed by the awards ceremony.
Awards included outstanding leadership, organizational advisor,
social and educational program, community and public service,
student organization and dedication to the Rollins Community.
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JLaura Shiver '01 presents Daniel
Blair '01 with the Outstanding
Sophomore Leadership Award.
Holland Wellington '01 accepts and
award from Bridget Conway '00 on
behalf of StarTrek: Rollins College.
The club was awarded the
Organizational Growth Award as well
as the Outstanding Organization
Award from the Council of Leaders.
Heather Smith Tempkin is presented
with the Outstanding Non-Residential
Student Award bv Dean Neilson.
leadership banquet 183
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Enjoy yourself.
These are the good old days you're going to
miss in the years ahead.

